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OVERVIEW OF DASWAM:  EXPLOITAT ION 
OF DEPENDENT AND-PARALLEL ISM*  
KISH SHEN 
[> The Dynamic Dependent And-parallel Scheme (DDAS) is a parallel execu- 
tion scheme for Prolog that is designed to exploit independent and depen- 
dent and-parMlelism in full Prolog programs. In this paper, an overview of 
some techniques for implementing DDAS is presented. The main purpose 
of these techniques i  to provide reasonably efficient methods for imple- 
menting the idea of the dependent s atus and the dynamic detection of the 
leftmost instance of a variable, along with the techniques needed for sus- 
pending and waking up of goals. DASWAM, an implementation f DDAS 
using the techniques presented in this paper, is based on modifying the 
Warren Abstract Machine (WAM) for parallel execution, and is designed 
to execute programs efficiently. A prototype DASWAM has been imple- 
mented, and results on running significant application programs presented 
in this paper suggest that it is possible to implement DASWAM efficiently, 
and that significant parallelism can be extracted. <1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Logic programming languages provide a separation of logic and control [14], and 
thus allow much freedom in how a program can be executed (the "control"). 1
One possible way to increase the execution speed of logic programming languages 
*Most of the research reported in this paper was carried out while the author was at the Com- 
puter Laboratory, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, U.K., and the Department of Computer 
Science, University of Bristol, Bristol, U.K. 
1In practice, this freedom is constrained by the "impure" features of a practical logic program- 
ming language, and also by other practical considerations. 
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is through parallelism, where the flexibility of control allows parallelism to be 
exploited implicitly. 
Implicit exploitation of parallelism in logic programming is attractive because it 
retains all the advantages of the logic programming approach, allowing an increase 
in execution speed, but without an increase in programming complexity. Many 
implicit parallel logic programming systems have been proposed, including a few 
that have been developed and approach sequential Prolog in stability and usability 
(e.g., [1, 15]). 
Logic programming languages provide many opportunities for parallel execution. 
The parallelism can be classified most generally into two types: 
Or-paral le l ism: The execution of a logic program can be regarded as a process 
of finding proof(s). In general, there may be many paths to finding the proofs. 
Or-parallelism arises if potentially more than one of these paths are explored 
in parallel. 
And-para l le l i sm:  Each path of an attempt at a proof may contain subproofs. 
And-parallelism arises when these subproofs can potentially be tried in paral- 
lel. If the execution of the subproofs is known to not affect the execution of 
other subproofs that are executed in parallel, then the parallelism is known as 
independent  and-para l le l i sm ( IAP) .  If the execution might affect others, 
then the parallelism is known as dependent  and-para l le l i sm (DAP) .  2 
Currently, and-parallelism has more basic open research issues than or-paral- 
lelism. For example, it is comparatively easy to extract or-parallelism from logic 
programs, as the parallelism arises from executing the alternatives in parallel. For 
and-parallelism, however, some execution model has to be defined so that the proof 
can be split into subproofs which are convenient for execution in parallel. As a proof 
can be split many ways, and the different ways of splitting it can have profound 
consequences onthe amount of extracted parallelism and computational complexity, 
the and-parallel characteristics are very dependent on the model defined to extract 
them. 
This paper presents DASWAM (Dynamic And-parallel SICStus WAM), an im- 
plementation scheme for DDAS [26, 27], a parallel execution model for full Prolog 
that exploits DAP, with IAP as a special subcase. Prolog is used as the base lan- 
guage mainly because it provides a familiar programming environment, and allows 
existing Prolog programs to be executed under the model, with possible increases 
in execution speed due to parallelism. Extensions to Prolog, both those to take ad- 
vantage of the opportunities that parallel execution offers and those that improve 
on Prolog itself (such as constraint handling), can also be added to the execution 
model. 
A prototype implementation f DASWAM which simulates parallel execution by 
"time-slicing" at the abstract machine level has been developed, and is currently 
able to execute real applications programs in and-parallel. This approach was chosen 
for several reasons: first, it allows a much more detailed examination of various 
characteristics of the system without fear of perturbing its behavior; second, it 
allows much simpler debugging and thus development of the system; third, it allows 
2Note that under this definition, some forms of parallelism that have sometimes been classified 
separately from and-parallelism are considered to be forms of and-parallelism, such as unification 
parallelism and recursion parallelism. 
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the prototype to be very portable. Much of the behavior of a parallel DASWAM 
is accurately duplicated, though one area that might not be adequately simulated 
is the speedup, as speedups of a parallel implementation are affected by many 
complex factors; the "speedups" provided by the prototype in executing a program 
can best be viewed as the potential parallelism of the program. Thus, valuable 
insights into DDAS are provided as well: the results can be used to see if DDAS 
is indeed able to extract parallelism from programs, and also to allow an eventual 
parallel implementation's speedups to be placed in context. 3 
It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss every aspect of DASWAM. One aim 
of this paper is to provide an overview of DASWAM, concentrating on some of the 
more novel aspects. The level of detail in the presentation is intended to convey the 
main novel ideas needed for the implementation, but is certainly not designed to be 
a specification of the implementation: such a specification would be of little general 
interest and would also make the paper much too long. The DASWAM overview 
section of the paper is a revised presentation of some of the material in [28, 29]. 
A second aim of the paper is to provide a report on the current (mid-1995) state 
of DASWAM by presenting and analyzing results for DASWAM running realis- 
tic application programs. In previous publications [27, 28], results were provided 
mainly for smallish benchmark-type rograms, whose purpose was mainly to verify 
that DDAS can indeed be implemented. The results presented in this paper are 
intended to be a more in-depth study of DASWAM and DDAS. 
As this paper is designed to be relatively self-contained, the DDAS execution 
model shall also be presented. This is mainly a somewhat condensed and updated 
version of some of the material in [26, 29]. Some of the more subtle details are, 
however, not discussed, and the reader is referred to those papers and [27] for 
details. 
This paper does not assume a familiarity with DDAS, but it does assume the 
reader has a reasonable knowledge of Prolog and its implementation, particu- 
larly the WAM [37]. It also assumes the reader has some familiarity with parallel 
implementation issues. 
2. EXPLOIT ING DEPENDENT AND-PARALLEL ISM 
IN PROLOG:  DDAS 
2.1. Basic Approach 
In common with many previous approaches to exploiting parallelism in logic pro- 
gramming languages (e.g., [7, 11, 15, 38]), DDAS takes the subtree-based approach 
to parallelism, i.e., parallelism is achieved by allowing more than one worker 4to ex- 
plore the search-space of a program simultaneously. Each worker performs work in 
much the same way as a sequential Prolog engine; thus the search-space is divided 
into "chunks" or subtrees that are each executed sequentially. Each such subtree is 
referred to as a task, and represents he execution of one or more goals--thus, the 
3Very recently (after the initial writing of this paper), the prototype implementation was con- 
verted to execute programs in parallel. The conversion was carried out relatively easily, demon- 
strating the advantage of initially developing the prototype sequentially. The converted parallel 
system was quite stable from the start, and was able to run quite complex DAP and IAP programs 
with less than two man-months of work. 
4worker is used to denote the entity which performs work (computation). 
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and-parallelism exploited by DDAS is at the goal level. A task finishes successfully 
if the goal(s) returns a solution. 
In the subtree-based approach, equivalence to Prolog can be achieved by en- 
suring that the search-space explored in parallel is the same as that explored se- 
quentially by Prolog, 5 i.e., corresponding unifications in the parallel and sequential 
executions make the same substitutions for variables to nonvariables, up to the 
renaming of variables. For or-parallelism and IAP, this equivalence is achieved be- 
cause each task that executes in parMlel cannot affect the computations performed 
in the other tasks, and each such task performs the same computation as in the 
equivalent part of the sequential search-space: thus the control can be viewed as 
a means of synchronizing the tasks such that when they execute, they are inde- 
pendent of other tasks which may execute in parallel. For DAP, the tasks running 
in parallel may affect each other's search-space, because there may be dependen- 
cies between such tasks. In order to maintain the equivalence to Prolog, DDAS 
synchronizes at the finer level of unifications instead of tasks. This synchroniza- 
tion ensures that the same computations are performed in parallel as in sequential 
Prolog. 
DDAS can be viewed as consisting of two main components: the mechanism for 
synchronization, which ensures the equivalence to sequential Prolog during forward 
(normal) execution; and a backward execution component for ensuring that the 
equivalence is preserved when an unification fails. These components will now be 
presented in more detail. 
2.2. Forward Execution 
2.2.1. Basic Concepts and Definitions. A major goal of DDAS is to exploit DAP 
implicitly, that is, equivalence to sequential Prolog is maintained. The main prob- 
lem with maintaining this equivalence is that, when tasks (working on different 
subtrees) are executed in parallel, they can potentially affect each other's execu- 
tion, because dependencies between tasks are allowed in DDAS. Two tasks can 
be dependent on each other if they share unbound variables, and the important 
point is that they can affect each other's executions only through such variables. 6 
In essence, the main idea behind DDAS is identifying the actions which cause these 
dependencies between tasks, and synchronizing these actions so that equivalence to 
Prolog is maintained. 
Shared unbound variables can affect tasks executing in parallel if these tasks try 
to perform the following actions: 
1. bind a shared unbound variable to a nonvariable term; this changes the state 
of the variable. As this variable is shared with other tasks, this change of 
state might affect the unifications performed in such tasks. 
2. check the state of a shared unbound variable via metalogical predicates; as 
the state of such variables can be changed by another task. 
It is important o note that performing such actions on a variable on one task 
does not automatically mean that it has an effect on other tasks that share the 
5This is a simplified view that ignores differences due to speculative work and work avoided 
by intelligent backtracking. 
6This ignores impure features of Prolog, which will be discussed in Section 6. 
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variable: it will only have an effect if these other tasks also try to perform these 
actions on the same variable. Therefore, only a subset of shared unbound vari- 
ables will cause dependencies, and a more precise definition of such variables is 
needed. 
Unbound variables which are shared by more than one task executing in par- 
allel are known as real dependent variables if actions that causes dependency (as 
discussed above) can be performed on the variable by more than one task; other- 
wise the variable is real nondependent. A (nonground) term which contains one 
or more real dependent variables is known as a real dependent term; otherwise the 
term is a real nondependent term. Thus, real dependent variables/real dependent 
terms are precisely those variables/terms which would cause dependencies between 
tasks. 
A binding x/t, where x is a real nondependent variable, is a rv-binding if t is a 
variable (either real dependent or nondependent). Otherwise (that is, if x is a real 
dependent variable, or t is a nonvariable), it is a rnv-bindin9. 7 For example, binding 
variable Y (either real dependent or not) to the atom foo is a rnv-binding; binding 
variable Y to variable U is a rv-binding unless both variables are real dependent 
variables. 
A rdep-access is any access to a real dependent variable that is not a rv-binding, 
i.e., it is either a rnv-binding, or the checking of the state of an (unbound) dependent 
variable. All other accesses to variables/terms are nrdep-accesses. 
The rdep-accesses are exactly the actions performed by a task that can affect 
other tasks executing in and-parallel. It precisely encompasses the two cases listed 
earlier where a task can affect other tasks executing in and-paralleh case 1 cor- 
responds to a rnv-binding and case 2 corresponds to checking the state of a real 
dependent variable. The main idea behind DDAS is to synchronize these rdep- 
accesses o that equivalent behavior to Prolog is maintained: unifications which 
perform rdep-accesses are prioritized--unifications which would be executed first 
in sequential Prolog have a higher priority than those that would be executed later 
sequentially. That is, the left-to-right ordering of goals (and hence unifications and 
any accesses to variables they perform) of sequential Prolog is maintained for the 
priority system. Thus, for several tasks that share the same real dependent vari- 
able, the task that is executing the goal with the highest priority (the leftmost) is 
the task that is allowed to perform any rdep-accesses on the variable. This task is 
referred to as the producer of the variable. The other tasks must suspend if they try 
to rdep-access the variable, and are referred to as the consumers of the variable. 
Note, however, that they can still perform non-rdep-accesses to the variable, as 
these do not affect the computation of the consumer tasks. 
A suspended task can be unsuspended and its execution allowed to resume when 
the action that originally caused the suspension can no longer affect the equivalence 
to Prolog behavior. The most obvious way for this to happen is if the action can 
no longer affect other tasks, i.e., if the action is no longer a rdep-access. This would 
occur if the real dependent variable that was being rdep-accessed becomes bound to 
a nonvariable by the producer of the variable. The consumer will then be accessing 
a bound value, instead of the original unbound real dependent variable, so the 
access is no longer a rdep-access. 
7rnv- and rv-bindings are extensions of nv- and v-bindings, respectively, originally defined in 
[13]. 
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However, this mechanism for unsuspending a task does not cover all possibili- 
ties: it is possible that the action that caused the suspension will not become a 
non-rdep-access. Consider the following program fragment: 
: foo(X) : -  a (X) ,  b (X) .  
a(_).  
b(1). 
assume that a(X) and b(X) are to be executed in and-parallel, sharing an unbound 
real dependent variable X: a(X) would be the producer for X, and b(X) the con- 
sumer. However, a(X) does not bind X in this example, and so if b(X) tries to 
rnv-bind X and suspends, the mechanism discussed so far is unable to unsuspend 
b (X), causing a deadlock and a departure from the behavior of sequential Prolog. 
To cope with this problem, another unsuspension mechanism is needed. Con- 
sider how sequential Prolog would execute the example: first a(X) would execute, 
without binding X, and then b (X) would execute when a (X) completes its execution; 
this implies that b(X), which was initially in the consumer position, is allowed to 
rnv-bind the real dependent variable, because a(X), the initial producer, does not 
my-bind the variable. Generalizing, to maintain equivalence to Prolog, consider 
the general case of executing the goals G1 -.. Gn in a body in and-parallel; then 
the goal that is allowed to rdep-access a dependent variable is Gin, 1 _< m _< n, 
iff the goals to the left of it do not rnv-bind the variable. However, the difficulty 
is that, in general, one is unable to determine (without executing the goals) that 
these goals will not rnv-bind the variable. Thus, when Gm tries to rdep-access the 
dependent variable, one cannot in general know that this my-binding can be per- 
formed, and the task has thus to be suspended. To unsuspend such tasks, DDAS 
introduces the concept of dynamic producer: 
The producer for a real dependent variable is the goal which is the leftmost active (i.e., whose 
execution has not yet completed) goal which has access to that variable. 
Thus, the producer for a real dependent variable changes when its current pro- 
ducer goal completes its execution without rnv-binding the real dependent vari- 
able: the next leftmost still-active goal which shares the variable becomes the 
producer for the variable, and if its execution was suspended on the variable, it can 
now unsuspend and bind the variable. This second route to unsuspension guaran- 
tees that a suspended goal will always be unsuspended if goals to its left termi- 
nate. That is, if the sequential Prolog program terminates, then unsuspension will 
always occur. 
Note that the two conditions for unsuspending are mutually exclusive, i.e., a task 
will unsuspend if either condition for unsuspending is fulfilled, but both conditions 
cannot be fulfilled simultaneously. 
So in the example, if b(X) was suspended on X, then when a(X) completes its 
execution, b(X) can unsuspend and rnv-bind X (to i). 
Abstractly, this can be regarded as allowing sequential Prolog execution at all 
times (the leftmost goal), with a sophisticated form of control that allows and- 
parallelism such that unifications performed by tasks executing oals to the right 
do not interfere with the sequential computation. 
Note that no synchronization is needed for accessing real nondependent variables. 
Thus the DAP exploited by DDAS is a natural superset of goal-level lAP: lAP goals 
are simply those goals which do not contain any real dependent variables. However, 
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the synchronization can be applied to real nondependent variables without affecting 
the correctness of the execution, although the efficiency can be affected as extra 
(unneeded) suspensions may occur. 
With DDAS, all goals can potentially be executed in and-paralleh the neces- 
sary condition is that the synchronization scheme is applied to all real dependent 
variables. There are, however, several complications: 
• it may not be the most efficient way of exploiting DAP--e.g., some real 
dependent variables will introduce suspension without much possibility of 
parallelism; also, allowing all goals to execute in parallel may lead to much 
speculative and ultimately useless work being performed. 
• whether a particular variable is real dependent or not can change dynamically 
at run-time. It can be very costly at run-time to determine precisely which 
variables are real dependent variables. 
Annotations are used to tackle both these problems in DDAS: they indicate 
where parallelism may or may not be exploited, thus allowing and-parallel execu- 
tion to be avoided where it would be unprofitable; and they are also used to indicate 
which variables are to be treated as dependent variables, i.e., variables for which 
the producer/consumer synchronization is applied. We use the terms nv-binding, 
v-bindings, dep-access, non-dep-access applied to dependent variables as the coun- 
terparts to my-binding, rv-bindings, rdep-access, non-rdep-access applied to real 
dependent variables, respectively. 
For goals executing in parallel to behave correctly, all real dependent variables 
must be labelled as dependent variables, i.e., the following condition must hold: 
T~ C_ :D, where 7~ is the set of all the real dependent variables in the goals executing 
in parallel, and :D is the set of variables treated as dependent variables. Therefore 
it is possible to label real nondependent variables as dependent, hough this can 
introduce unnecessary s nchronization on these variables, so it is desirable to keep 
T~ as close to ~ as possible. 
2.2.2. Syntax of Annotation Used For DDAS. Many annotation schemes are pos- 
sible. The annotation scheme that is developed is an extension of the Conditional 
Graph Expression (CGE) notation proposed by Hermenegildo (as a refinement to 
the notation of DeGroot [7]) for IAP [11], and like the CGE notations, they indicate 
where parallelism should be exploited, and not how it should be exploited. The 
annotations can be supplied (transparently to the user) by the system as part of 
the compilation process, or by the programmer directly. 
The extended CGE scheme used is called the Extended Conditional Graph Ex- 
pressions (ECGEs). Like the CGEs, ECGEs are annotations that enclose a set of 
two or more consecutive body goals, which are to be run in parallel: 
(<CGE condit ions> -> bl(...) & ... bn(. . .))  
The ECGE allows the labelling of dependent variables dynamically. A variable 
that is labelled as dependent is treated as a dependent variable. This is done by 
extending the syntax of CGE with an annotation dep/1 which marks variable(s) 
(or the unbound variables inside a structure if the annotated variable is bound to 
a structure) occurring textually inside the CGE as a path to a dependent vari- 
able (or variables). These dependent variables obey the producer/consumer rules 
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already outlined. Variables not annotated by this annotation are assumed to be 
nondependent. 
2.2.3. Tracking Producer Status. In general, an ECGE may contain more than 
one dependent variable, and tracking the producer status for each individual depen- 
dent variable can become quite complex. Thus, in DDAS, dependent status is not 
tracked for each dependent variable individually; instead, it is tracked at the goal 
level. In its simplest form (in the next section we shall describe a refinement of this 
basic scheme), if a particular goal in a producer position for a dependent variable 
completes its execution without binding the variable, the producer status is passed 
to the next leffmost goal, which is not necessarily the next leftmost goal which has 
access to the dependent variable. The advantage of this is that it allows for only one 
system per ECGE for determining the producer status, which makes keeping track 
of the producer status simpler; the disadvantage is that the producer status may 
take longer in some cases to be passed to some dependent variables. However, this 
basic scheme can be improved, leading to a more precise determination of producer 
status, by the introduction of the concept of groups. In addition, groups can also 
improve the backward execution, as shall be discussed in Section 2.4. 
2.3. Groups of Goals 
One important difference between &-Prolog [12] and DDAS is that the goals being 
executed in and-parallel are not independent of each other in DDAS. However, it 
is possible to preserve the concept of independent computation at a higher level 
of granularity, i.e., "groups" of goals which are executing in parallel and share 
dependencies can be independent of other "groups" with which they do not share 
dependencies. As already stated, this concept of "groups" will lead to improved 
forward and backward execution of DDAS. 
If one or more goals (considered together as a group) in an ECGE do not share 
any dependent variables with some other goals in the ECGE, they are known to be 
independent of these other goals. More precisely, for an ECGE containing the goals 
B i . - .  Bj, j > i, the goals are formed into one or more groups, with the following 
conditions defining a group: 
• The goals in a group have no variable dependencies with goals in other groups 
in the same ECGE. That is, 
VB=: B= E Gm, VBy:ByEGn,  men,  dvars(Bx) N dvars(By) = O 
where G~, Gm are groups in the ECGE, Bx and By are and-goals, 0 is the 
empty set, and dvars(B) is defined as the set of dependent variables that are 
passed to the goal B when it is called. 
• Two goals which have direct or indirect variable dependencies with each other 
must be members of the same group. Direct variable dependency between 
two goals Bi and Bj is where 
dvars(Si) N dvars(Bj) ~ 0 
and indirect variable dependency between B~ and Bj is where Bi has direct 
variable dependency with another goal Bk, k ~ i, k ¢ j ,  which has a direct 
or indirect variable dependency with Bj. 
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foo(X,Y,Z) :- 
(dep([X,Y,Z]) -> a(X) I b(Z) I ¢(X,Y) & d(W) 
F IGURE 1. An example ECCE. 
e(Y) a f (z)  a g(x)) 
Note that the definition means that it is possible for goals which have no variable 
dependencies to be in the same group. In the extreme case, all goals are grouped into 
one group. For most precision, the goals should be divided into as many groups 
as possible, i.e., where all members of a group have direct or indirect variable 
dependencies with each other. 
Note that goals in a group need not be textually next to each other in the 
program, and that which group a goal belongs to is determined by how the depen- 
dent variables are shared at run-time. An ECGE can organize goals into different 
grouping configurations based on both conditional tests at run-time on the ground- 
ness and independence of variables, and compile-time analysis of the sharing of 
dependent variables between the goals. 
For DDAS, the system must already have information on dependencies of vari- 
ables in order to extract he parallelism. This information can also be used, without 
imposing any extra cost, for deciding the grouping of goals. Consider the ECGE 
example in Figure 1. If the dependent variable Z is independent of the other depen- 
dent variables,  then the and-goals can be divided into three groups: a(X), c (X,Y), 
e(Y), g(X) that shares X and Y; b(Z) and f(Z) that shares Z; and d(W) that does 
not contain any dependent variable. 
Wi th  goals classified into different groups, the passing of the dynamic producer 
status can be made more precise with very little extra cost: the producer for a 
dependent variable is the leftmost active goal in the group the goal belongs to. So 
for example, for the ECGE of Figure i, when a(X) returns an answer, the producer 
status is passed to c(X,Y) (if c(X,Y) is still executing), and not to b(Z), which 
would be the case in the simple single group per ECGE scheme. 
2.4. Backward Execution 
In the last section, the synchronization f the parallel execution through dependent 
variables has been described. However, one important and Powerful aspect of Prolog 
has not yet been discussed: the backward execution, i.e., the actions performed by 
the system if a failure occurs, or if an alternative solution is desired. In sequential 
Prolog, the actions are relatively simple, as there is only one thread of execution: 
the system restores itself (via backtracking) to a previous tate where an alternative 
exists, and that alternative is tried. However, the actions to be performed in the 
presence of and-parallelism become much more complex, because the question of 
"restoring to a previous tate" is much more difficult to define, and handling and 
coordinating the actions of the different and-parallel tasks that are affected can 
become very complex. These actions constitute the "backward execution," of which 
sequential backtracking is the simplest case. 
With many past proposals of exploiting DAP, the backward execution has ei- 
ther been entirely omitted (as in the committed choice family of languages, e.g., 
8This can either be deduced by compile-time analysis, or by a simple run-time test. The test 
can either be inserted by the programmer o by the compile-time analyzer. 
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[9, 24, 35]), the and-parallelism restricted (as in [19, 22]), or a very complex (and 
probably inefficient) scheme is used to handle the backward execution (e.g., [5, 33]). 
For DDAS, a somewhat different approach is taken. 
The necessary condition for a backward execution scheme for DDAS is that cor- 
rect behavior with respect o Prolog is preserved. That is, the same termination 
behavior as Prolog is maintained, and the same solutions as Prolog are returned, in 
the same order. In addition, the effects of any side effects have also to be reproduced 
correctly. However, beyond the necessary condition, issues such as efficiency and 
complexity of the scheme should also be considered. One issue is that of speculative 
and wasted work. In the context of parallel Prologs, speculative work is best defined 
as work which might not be performed by a sequential Prolog when it is executed, 
and wasted work as speculative work that is known to be work that a sequential 
Prolog system would not perform. And-parallelism is inherently speculative: goals 
are executed in and-parallel ahead of the sequential order, with the expectation that 
all and-goals that sequentially preceded it would be successful. DDAS's DAP makes 
the additional speculation that the binding supplied by the producer is correct, i.e., 
any consumers of the binding proceed on the assumption that the binding gener- 
ated by the producer is the binding the producer would generate when it succeeds. 
If, however, after producing the binding, the producer subsequently withdraws the 
binding on backtracking (without first producing a solution), then the computation 
performed by the consumer since consuming the binding becomes wasted work. A 
correct backward execution scheme must discard all wasted work, but in addition, 
it can also discard some and-parallel work that is not wasted work without affecting 
correctness, as long as such work is eventually (re)performed. The reason why it 
may be desirable to discard nonwasted and-parallel work is that it is very difficult 
to keep precise track of what is wasted work. In general, this would imply keeping a 
close track of the forward execution, which would impose very high run-time over- 
heads. In addition, the backward execution scheme is likely to be very complex, 
which would impose more overhead, and be more difficult to ensure correctness. It
is far cheaper and simpler to have a scheme that is less precise in keeping track of 
wasted work, and which may then discard some nonwasted work. 
The scheme currently used for DDAS is based on that proposed for &-Prolog 
[11], with suitable extensions to deal with DAP and the concept of groups. In 
particular, the concept of groups allows a similar form of intelligent backtracking 
as ~-Prolog at the level of groups of goals. As in &:-Prolog, there are two basic 
situations that can occur during backward execution: 
Outs ide  backtracking:  This occurs after all the and-goals in the ECGE have 
succeeded, and execution has continued to goals following the ECCE. Outside 
backtracking is the situation when the system then backtracks into the ECGE 
from the outside. In such a case, the backward execution behaves much as in 
sequential Prolog, with the alternative in the rightmost and-goal in the ECGE 
with an alternative being selected, and forward execution started again. 
Ins ide backtrack ing:  This occurs with a failure in one of the and-goals, before 
all the and-goals in the ECCE have succeeded. Here, the concept of groups 
comes into play. There are two situations: 
• During backtracking, a binding to a dependent variable is undone. If this 
binding has been consumed by other and-goals, the work performed on 
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those and-goals becomes wasted work. For simplicity, if the binding has 
been consumed (this can be recorded at a very low cost using a bit flag), 
then all the work done on the and-goals in the same group to the right, and 
which consumed any dependent variables' binding, is discarded. As all the 
work done by these and-goals is discarded, their work has to be redone; 
and this can be done at any time after the work has been discarded. In the 
current scheme, the and-goals are allowed to restart immediately after the 
wasted work is discarded: this maximizes parallelism but is also the most 
speculative approach, as the restarted goals can be discarded again. It is 
expected that and-parallel executions which would lead to repeated is- 
carding of the consumer's work would be prevented from executing in and- 
parallel by the ECGE annotations. 9 For the example ECGE of Figure 1, if 
inside backtracking in b(Z) undoes a binding to Z, then work done on ~ (Z) 
will be discarded if it has consumed any dependent variable bindings (not 
necessarily that of y).10 The execution of f (Z) would then be allowed to 
restart immediately--if a worker is free, then the goal would be restarted. 
A failure causes backtracking all the way to the beginning of an and-goal. 
In sequential Prolog, backtracking would continue into the goal immedi- 
ately to its left. However, for DDAS, the concept of groups allows a simple 
form of intelligent backtracking: backtracking can continue in the closest 
goal in the same group that is to the left, thus skipping any goals that are 
in other groups (e.g., in the example ECGE, a(X) is the goal to backtrack 
into if the system inside-backtracks to the top of c(X,Y)), as long as the 
goals being skipped contain no side effects. If there are side effects, then 
the backtracking would have to be to the goal to the left. 
Another problem that does not occur in sequential Prolog is that the 
goal that the system wants to backtrack into may not yet have completed 
its execution, as it is executing in parallel. In this case, that goal will fail 
immediately when it does complete. This can be implemented by setting 
a "to_fail" bit flag that is associated with the and-goal. Note that if the 
unbinding of a dependent variable causes the original backtracking and- 
goal to be discarded, then the "to_fail" flag is also reset. The reason why 
the and-goal (a(X) in the example) cannot be told to fail immediately if
it has not yet completed is because computation to the left may change 
the bindings of dependent variable(s), which would then invalidate the 
computation of the failed and-goal (c (X,Y)). 
A special case of the previous case is when the system inside-backtracks 
to the top of an and-goal that is also the leftmost and-goal of a group 
(e.g., a(X), b(Z), and d(W) in the example). In this case, another op- 
portunity for a simple intelligent backtracking arises: the whole ECGE 
can fail immediately, because none of the computation in the ECGE can 
"cure" the failure of such a goal. Of course, none of the goals in the ECGE 
9A dependent variable may be dependent in more than one level of ECGE. In this case, the 
discarding and redoing of work when a binding is undone occurs in the ECGE in which the 
dependent variable first became dependent. This automatically ensures that the work done in 
the later ECGEs is undone as well. 
l° I f  an and-goal contains its own ECGE, then it would be marked as having consumed epen- 
dent variables. This is done to avoid the need of checking and setting more than one flag. 
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should contain any side effect. If there is side effect, then the system must 
backtrack into the goal to the left. 
This backward execution scheme has the advantage of being quite simple: not 
much overhead is imposed on the forward execution in order to make the backward 
execution more precise. The backtracking can discard quite a lot of computation 
that is not necessarily wasted work, but experimental evidence suggests that this 
can be minimized or even eliminated entirely if the dependent variables are not 
bound "shallowly," i.e., they are bound after the goals which act as "guard" goals. 
As this is generally good programming practice in any case (for example, see [20]), 
the imprecise tracking of wasted work is not a problem. 
It is not entirely clear how useful the concept of groups is for real-life Prolog 
applications; the scheme has so far only been tested with simple artificial examples, 
for which it does show a significant improvement [29]. The current compiler for 
DASWAM generates codes that assume only one group per ECGE, although the 
support for groups has been implemented fully in DASWAM. It is expected that the 
scheme will become more useful when compile-time tools for automatic annotation 
of ECGE are developed, as these tools may produce more ECGEs than a human 
would. This may lead not only to unexpected parallelism, but also more problematic 
executions than programs annotated by hand. Here, the concept of groups may be 
very useful. In any case, there is little harm in providing the concept of groups, as 
the overhead for doing so implementation-wise  xtremely low. 
2.5. An Example 
It is beyond the scope of this paper to fully demonstrate the utility of DDAS. 
Instead, a simple example will be given here to illustrate the exploitation of non- 
determinate DAP, a form of parallelism that has not yet been effectively exploited 
in other parallel Prolog systems. Consider the program in Figure 2, where, given 
a list of persons, People, and a person, Person, then languages_of_sgs/4 finds 
from People the people who are "cousins of the same generation" 11of Person, and 
from these cousins, produces the list Speakers of people who speak language L. 
The predicate has as many solutions as there are languages in the database, and 
as it is possible for a person to be able to speak more than one language, so the 
program has nondeterministic and-parallelism. 
DDAS, with the ECGE annotations hown, can execute this program in and- 
parallel: f ind_sgs /3  generates the list of cousins, Sgs, which is incrementally con- 
sumed in parallel by a l l _speak/3,  generating the list of speakers for the first 
language, and subsequently the lists for other languages can be generated through 
backtracking. 
This program will also benefit from or-parallelism: the lists of speakers for the 
different languages could be generated in or-parallel. DDAS can be readily extended 
to exploit or-parallelism: a proposal to do so, based on the "or-under-and" method 
of combining IAP and or-parallelism [30], is called Prometheus [27], and is able to 
exploit and-(IAP and DAP) and or-parallelism. As each branch of the search-tree is 
computed independently in the "or-under-and" method, the addition of dependent 
and-goals adds no extra complications to the conceptual model. 
l i The  sg/2 predicate, which defines "cousins of the same generation", is taken from Ul lman 
[36, p. 797]. 
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languages_of_sgs(Person, People, L, Speakers) : -  
(dep([Sgs,L]) -> 
find_sgs(People, Person, Sgs) k 
language(L) • 
all_apeak(Sgs, L, Speakers) 
). 
find_sgs([XlPeople], Person, Sgs) :- 
sg(Person, X), !, Sgs = [XlSgsl], 
find_sgs(People, Person, Sgsl). 
find_sgs([_[People], Person, Sgs) :- 
find_sgs(People, Person, Sgs). 
f ind_sgs(D,_ ,Q) .  
sg(X, X) :-  person(X). 
sg(X, Y) : -  
parent(X,Xp), sg(Xp, Yp), parent(Y, Yp). 
all_speak([XlSga], L, [XlSpeakers]) :- 
speak(X, L), !, 
all_speak(Sgs, L, Speakers). 
all_speak([_lSgs], L, Speakers) :- 
all_speak(Sgs, L, Speakers). 
al l_speak(D,_, []).  
/* folloeed by database of people, parent, language, speak */ 
F IGURE 2. Example program with nondeterministic DAP. 
3. OVERVIEW OF IMPLEMENTATION OF  DASWAM 
DASWAM is an implementation scheme for DDAS. In this scheme, workers corre- 
spond to Prolog engines, each of which is a WAM modified so that it can cooperate 
with other workers to execute a program in dependent and-parallel. In the following 
sections, various aspects of DASWAM are presented. 
In the next section, the memory organization of a DASWAM worker is overviewed: 
some understanding of this aspect of DASWAM is needed to understand its im- 
plementation, but as much of this is not unique to DASWAM, the treatment is 
relatively brief. In Section 4, many of the most novel aspects of DASWAM that 
are needed to deal with DDAS's DAP are described. In Section 5, the DASWAM 
instruction set, which can be considered as the "glue" that coordinates the various 
parts and features of DASWAM into executing a Prolog program in parallel will be 
discussed; the instruction set is an extension of the standard WAM instruction set, 
so due to the limitation of space, the discussion will concentrate on the extensions. 
Finally, the implications of handling the impure features of Prolog, to both DDAS 
and DASWAM, will be discussed. 
3.1. Memory Organization 
Like many implementations of parallel Prolog (e.g., [2, 10, 11, 15]), DASWAM 
adopts a "distributed stack scheme" [11], where each worker maintains a s tack  
set, consisting of the normal Prolog stacks (plus some extra data areas to handle 
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the special requirements of DDAS). The stacks are used in much the same way as 
normal stacks during the execution of a task, but when a task finishes or suspends, 
new tasks can be started for the worker, using the same stacks by using the space 
on top of the space used by the older tasks. Each area in the stack used by a 
particular task is referred to as a sect ion,  12 and sections are separated from each 
other by markers .  This is an adaptation of the marker scheme of Hermenegildo 
[11]. 
Like &-Prolog, DASWAM retains the environment stacking model of the WAM, 
and is thus somewhat unlike the goal stacking models adapted by some schemes 
that exploit and-parallelism, such as JAM Parlog [6] and Andorra-I [22]. Like &- 
Prolog, there is a "goal stack" for each worker, used to store the pointers to the 
available and-parallel goals generated by the worker, and which can be "stolen" by 
other workers to start new tasks. The memory organization of a worker is shown 
in Figure 3. A complete description of a DASWAM worker is outside the scope 
of this paper, but some relevant features are: the local stack is split into the 
12This was referred to as a stack segment in [27, 28], but stack section is used here to be 
consistent with terminology used for &-Prolog. 
/11 /11 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Common code 
area 
Key: 
. . . .  ~ Local/remote 
=' Local 
F IGURE 3. Storage model for a DASWAM worker. 
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environment and the control stack, as in SICStus WAM [3]. The control stack 
is used to store the choice-points and markers. Markers are used to separate stack 
sections, but they occur in the control stack only, with the separation of sections 
in the other stacks indirectly indicated by pointers in the corresponding mark- 
ers. Some of the extra data areas not found in the WAM include the goal stack, 
the dependent rail, for trailing the bindings to dependent variables (all bind- 
ings to dependent variables have to be trailed, as special actions might have to 
be taken when such variables are detrailed on backtracking, see [26, 27]), and 
the dependent heap, used for storing some of the dependent variables. The de- 
pendent heap is managed as a true heap (i.e., space is not recovered directly 
by backtracking). However, unlike the implementations of committed choice lan- 
guages, not all variables, or even all dependent variables, are placed on the de- 
pendent heap. Thus, the problem of garbage collection, while still very impor- 
tant in DASWAM, is not as critical as in the committed choice languages, and 
the prototype does not have a garbage collector. In addition to the stack set, a 
DASWAM worker also consists of a set of state registers, an extension of the set 
used by sequential WAM, and a set of argument/temporary registers. Figure 3 
shows the general ocation that some of the state registers can point at. Darker 
arrows mean those registers can only point into the worker's own stack, and lighter 
dashed arrows mean those pointers which can point into some other worker's 
stack set. 
3.2. Organization of Markers 
Markers separate stack sections, and guide the management of the stack sections. 
In addition, depending on the nature of the sections above or below them, some 
markers may serve some additional special functions. There are five basic types of 
markers: 
Parca l l  marker :  This marks the start of an ECGE, with the following stack 
section representing the leftmost ask. The marker is used to coordinate the 
activities of the ECGE, and is very similar to the P_Call Frame of &-Prolog, 
except that it is allocated on the control stack and not on the environment 
stack as in &-Prolog, and is just treated as one type of marker. Each and-goal 
in the ECCE is represented as a slot in the parcall marker. The slot contains 
such information as the status of any task executing that and-goal, and point- 
ers to the marker marking the start and end (when completed) of the task 
associated with the and-goal. 
Jo in  marker :  This marks the end of an ECGE, and is allocated by the worker 
completing the last task of the ECCE, following its completion. This is similar 
to the wait marker of RAP-WAM [11], but is more flexible in that it can be 
allocated by a different worker from the one that allocated the parcall marker 
for the ECCE, as that worker does not have to wait for the completion of 
the ECGE as in RAP-WAM. The section following this marker represents 
the work immediately following an ECGE. It also contains pointers to the 
rightmost ask of the ECGE, to allow backtracking into an ECGE. 
Suspend marker :  This marks the suspension of a task on the previous tack 
section. When woken, the task can then be continued in another location 
in the distributed stack. This marker is allocated when the worker that was 
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working on the suspended task picks up a new piece of work. The suspend 
marker contains the state of the worker when it was suspended: this is used 
to set the state of the worker which resumes the execution of the task when 
it becomes unsuspended. 
Cont inuat ion  marker :  This marks the continuation of a task following the 
marker which started in a different location in the distributed stack. This 
marker contains pointers to the previous stack section of the task before it 
was suspended, to allow backtracking across the stack sections. 
Marker :  This is the basic marker, marking the start of a section that is not 
of the above types, e.g., when a new task is started. This corresponds to the 
input goal marker and the local goal marker of RAP-WAM. 
3.2.1. Structure of Markers. The general structure of a marker is shown in 
Figure 4. A marker is divided into three general parts: (i) a management part 
for managing the marker and sections; (ii) a state part, which stores the pointers 
to the various stacks, and the values of some other state registers when the marker 
was allocated, thus serving to separate the stkck sections~3; and (iii) a special part, 
which serves the special requirements of the various types of markers (and is empty 
for the basic markers). 
~3The amount of information that has to be stored in the state part is purely for separating the 
stack sections, and is insufficient to allow a suspended task to resume xecution; extra information 
is needed for this, and is stored in the special part of a suspend marker. 
management s ta te  special 
n~x¢ . . . . . . . .  . 
continuation 
__  ~ 
direction of  growth 
F IGURE 4. Structure of a marker. 
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Markers are linked to the next and to the previous markers in the same stack 
set by the next and previous marker pointers. If the marker is the topmost (most 
recent) marker, the next marker pointer is not set. A third pointer, the continuation 
pointer, is set to point at the continuation marker that continues the task following 
the marker on another stack section, and is not set if the section has no continuation. 
The continuation worker field is the ID of the worker that continued the task. This 
arrangement allows a task to be followed in both directions through the distributed 
stack. Figure 4 shows a task (shaded gray) started in the top stack section, and 
continuing in the bottom stack section. 
4. DEAL ING WITH DDAS'S  DEPENDENT AND-PARALLEL ISM 
To implement DDAS's DAP, two main features of DDAS have to be dealt with: that 
of the dependent variable, and the suspension/unsuspension mechanism. These 
aspects are discussed in this section, and in addition, the mechanism needed to 
implement the groups concept is also presented. 
4.1. Implementing the Dependent Status 
The dependent status is implemented using dependent cells. A dependent cell can 
be thought of as a special type of value cell. It indicates that the term represented by 
the value cell should be treated as dependent. Dependent variables are the means 
by which DDAS synchronizes the parallel execution of tasks with dependencies, 
and on an implementation level, they can be regarded as variables for which special 
actions may have to be performed when a binding is attempted, or when a binding 
is undone during backtracking. Thus, the dependent cell allows DASWAM to rec- 
ognize that such actions have to take place. In addition, the dependent cell carries 
the information DASWAM needs for handling suspensions/unsuspensions. 
In an ECGE, the dep/1 annotation is used to annotate a particular textual 
variable as dependent. In implementation terms, this means that any accesses 
through the annotated variable would be treated as dependent in the ECGE. la If 
an annotated variable dereferences to a term containing any unbound variables, 
those variables will obey the producer/consumer r lationship within the ECGE. 15 
A term can contain unbound variables either because it is an unbound variable, 
or because it is a compound term which contains an unbound variable. A term 
that is an unbound variable is converted to a dependent variable by binding it to a 
newly created ependent cell. One way to treat a compound term is to traverse the 
whole term exhaustively, converting all unbound variables into dependent variables. 
This can be a very expensive operation, especially if the term is large and, unless 
groundness information is somehow available, a compound term with no unbound 
variable, which may be quite common, still has to be traversed. An alternative 
way is to convert compound terms lazily, i.e., unbound variables in such terms 
14Note that  if the dependent variable is aliased to another variable before entering the ECGE,  
and both variables occur textual ly inside the ECGE,  then both should be annotated with dep/1, 
as they represent different paths  of access to the term represented by the dependent  variable. If 
a variable is aliased to a dependent  variable inside the ECGE,  then this represents the same path 
of access, and only the  dependent variable has to be marked as dependent.  
15Suspension will occur if the term already contains any dependent variables in a consumer 
position. 
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compound term 
variable (value ceil) 
dependent cell 
F IGURE 5. Making a compound term 
dependent. 
are turned into dependent variables on demand, when they are actually accessed. 
The compound term must be recognized as dependent in order to allow this lazy 
conversion of dependent variables. This is done by inserting a dependent cell into 
the reference path to the compound term, as shown in Figure 5. 
Such conversions must be undone when the system backtracks out of the ECGE. 
This is done by "trailing" the original value, so that the original unconverted value 
can be restored uring backtracking. 
There may be more than one reference path to a dependent compound term 
through aliasing. Such aliasing can be classified into four types: 
1. The aliasing was done before the ECGE was entered. 
2. The aliasing was done inside the ECGE, but before the term became dependent. 
3. The aliasing was done inside the ECGE, after the term became dependent. 
4. The aliasing was done after exiting the ECGE. 
In case 4, the compound term is no longer dependent, so aliasing is not an 
issue. In case 3, the newly aliased variable can be made to point to the dependent 
cell. The situations for cases 1 and 2 are more complex, as the compound term 
may be accessed through alternative reference paths, without going through the 
dependent cell. 
For case 2, if the newly aliased variable is nondependent itself, then it can only 
be accessed by the local and-goal directly. If the dependent term is in a producer 
position, it is safe for the and-goal to bind the term's unbound variable. As shall be 
discussed in the following sections, the unification mechanisms of DASWAM ensure 
that any reference to such dependent variables in a consumer position is properly 
detected. 
Case 1 is dealt with by requiring that all paths to a dependent variable at the 
start of an ECGE be marked separately, that is, they should all be marked by the 
dep/ l  annotation. 16 
4.1.1. Unification Mechanisms. In the WAM and DASWAM, a unification can 
be compiled into one or more abstract machine instructions. Such instructions in 
16Note that this does not alter the basic requirement, i.e., all variables that cannot be shown 
to be independent must be labelled as dependent. I  also does not require the system to recognize 
that particular dependent labellings are actually to aliased variables. What the requirement does 
imply is that just because two variables are aliased, one cannot assume that marking one as 
dependent will automatically mean the aliased variable would be recognized as dependent. 
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the DASWAM are designed to insert the dependent cell where appropriate. Some 
extra mechanism (with respect o the WAM) is needed to deal with the case of 
unification of a compound term that appears textually. For example, consider the 
goal L = f (W). This will be compiled into something like: 
get_structure f/l, AO 
unify_value AI 
In this case, if L is dependent, unbound initially, and in a producer position, W must 
also become dependent when it is referenced by un i fy_va lue.  Thus, the fact that 
L is dependent must be retained when un i fy_va lue  is executed. This is done by 
storing the pointer to L's dependent cell in the DASWAM register D1. A un i fy  
instruction will first check if D1 is null. If it is, the normal actions of the instruction 
take place. If it is not null, then the actions dealing with dependency have to be 
performed. The management (i.e., nonvalue cell) part of a dependent cell for W will 
be much the same as that for L, as they have the same producer/consumer status; 
thus L's dependent cell is used as a template to construct hat of W's. 
In the (DAS)WAM, many unifications can be broken down and specialized to 
specific abstract machine instructions; but the unification routine may need to 
be invoked in some cases. In such cases, the two terms being unified may contain 
dependent terms, where any variables appearing as subterms of the dependent terms 
must be marked as dependent. In the DASWAM, two registers are provided for 
these purposes, one for each term being unified. These are the D1 and D2 registers. 
They store any dependent cell encountered to act as a template for constructing 
new dependent cells. 
4.1.2. Lazy Conversion. A potential performance problem exists when an ini- 
tially nondependent compound term becomes dependent, i.e., when a dependent 
variable is bound to it. The compound term may contain unbound variables, which 
now become dependent. Again, these variables are converted lazily. 
Consider the clause shown in Figure 6, where the clause is called with D being 
a dependent variable in a producer position. If D is initially uninstantiated, as 
shown in Figure 6(a), with the uninstantiated dependent cell represented in gray, 
then when D is unified with L, L is changed to point at D's dependent cell, and the 
dependent cell set to point at f (W), as shown in Figure 6(b). W is left unconverted 
because variables are only converted lazily. 
If the above clause is called with D in a consumer position, then when D -- L is 
executed, if D is unbound, the need for suspension will be detected, as D is known to 
be dependent via its dependent cell. If D is bound, say to f (X), then the unification 
routine would be invoked, with D known to be dependent. So when the unification 
routine tries to unify the two subterms, X and W, then ifW is not a dependent variable, 
the unification routine will mark it as dependent. Thus, when the consumer tries 
to bind W to g(Z) in the goal W = g(Z), suspension occurs. This situation is shown 
in Figure 6(c), after the suspension, with W = g(Z) succeeding. 
In these cases, a new dependent cell can be created by the consumer to allow 
for suspension. The dependent status of the variable (g(Z) in the example) is not 
invalidated by backtracking of the consumer, as other goals may have access to the 
variable. Thus, the dependent cell is placed on the dependent heap and not the 
global stack, so that it would not be destroyed by backtracking. Space can only be 
recovered on the dependent heap by some form of garbage collection. 
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foo(D) :- L = f(W), D = L, W = g(Z). 
D D 
L L , 
1 1 a) b) 
D 
~ f ( W )  g(Z) 
C) o.......r 
dependent cell created initially for suspension 
F IGURE 6. Example of lazy conversion. 
4.1.3. Binding a Dependent Variable to a Dependent Variable. The definition 
of nv-binding means that a dependent variable can only bind to another depen- 
dent variable if they are both in a producer position. The reason for this is that, 
in general, a dependent variable in a consumer position should not be bound to 
another term. Although in theory it is possible to allow a dependent variable in 
a producer position to bind to a dependent variable in a consumer position un- 
der certain circumstances, it would be very difficult and complex to determine the 
producer/consumer status of the dependent variables. 
With the restrictions, uspension will occur if either dependent variable is not in 
a producer position. However, although the variables are bound in a producer posi- 
tion, they can be accessed from a consumer position for either variable, and a further 
complication is that the dependent variables may be created in different ECGEs. 
For correct behavior, the correct dependent cell (and hence the correct ECGE) 
must be accessed to determine the producer/consumer status. This is illustrated 
by the example program fragment of Figure 7: the two dependent variables (X and 
Y), created in different ECGEs are bound together inside c/2 by X = Y. As both 
dependent variables are in producer positions, the binding is allowed. Now, consider 
foo  : -  (dop(X)  ->  a (X)  & bCZ) ) .  
a ( l )  : -  (dep(Y) ->  cCX,Y)  ~ d(Y ) ) .  
c (X ,Y )  : -  X = Y, X = I .  
b (X)  : -  X = 2 .  
FIGURE 7. Example binding of depen- 
dent variables. 
d(Y) : -  Y = 3. 
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FIGURE 8. Binding two dependent variables. 
the three accesses to the dependent variables in b/1 (X = 2), in c/2 (X = 1), and 
in d/1 (Y = 3), assuming that the access occurs after the two dependent variables 
have been bound together. For b/1 access, the correct dependent cell to check the 
dependent status is X; and for both the c/2 and d/1 accesses, it is Y. 
Because of the restrictions on binding of dependent variables, it is possible to 
ensure the correct behavior by following a simple convention for the binding of 
two dependent variables: when a dependent variable is bound to another, the 
value cell of the younger dependent variable (the one which is created in a younger 
ECGE--which must, by definition, be enclosed by the older variable's ECGE for 
both dependent statuses to be valid), is set to point at the older dependent variable 
(thus, in the example, Y would be bound to X). When dereferencing a variable, if 
more than one dependent cell is encountered, the one that is youngest is used as 
the template and also for determining the producer/consumer status, as shown in 
Figure 8. Thus, if accessed from the older dependent variable, its dependent cell 
is the only one encountered, and it is the one used; but when accessed from the 
younger dependent variable, both dependent cells are in the reference path and 
only the younger dependent cell is used. 
Note that this convention ensures that when a dependent variable is bound to 
a nonvariable, the dependent cell that is used for storing the binding is the oldest 
dependent cell. Thus, if the dependent binding is later undone during backtracking, 
any associated effect (e.g., redoing of sibling and-goals to the right, as discussed 
in Section 2.4) is performed on the oldest ECGE in which the variable became 
dependent, as is required. 
4.2. Dealing with Suspensions 
4.2.1. Suspending a Task. In DDAS, a task can suspend in the middle of a 
unification. As unifications can be represented by several DASWAM instructions, 
this means that suspensions can occur in many DASWAM instructions, and in 
various places during the execution. In order to better utilize resources, a worker 
that was working on a suspended task can perform other work if such work is 
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available. In such cases, a suspend marker is allocated on the stack, containing the 
state of the worker so that the state can be restored when the task is resumed. 
As the suspension can occur almost anywhere, all the registers, including those 
temporary registers that are currently in use, have to be saved. A new state register, 
the "number of temporaries" register (TS), is used to record the maximum number 
of temporaries and argument registers that are used inside a particular clause body. 
TS is set when a clause is entered (the compiled code is modified to provide this 
information about the maximum number of temporaries), and is used to determine 
the number of argument/temporary registers that will be saved if suspension occurs. 
If less than the maximum number of registers are actually used at the point of 
suspension, then some space is wasted. There is therefore some scope for improving 
on this basic scheme, such as updating TS after returning from a procedure call. 
4.2.2. Dealing with Unsuspensions. The implementation f unsuspension oftasks 
consists of the following steps: 
• detecting that a condition for unsuspension has been fulfilled; 
• locating the suspended tasks that are uhsuspended; 
• resuming the execution of the suspended tasks. 
DETECTING FULFILMENT OF UNSUSPENSION CONDITIONS. As  discussed in Sec- 
tion 2.2.1, there are two conditions for unsuspending a task: 
• when the dependent variable becomes bound to a nonvariable by the producer 
of the variable, 
• when the suspended task becomes the leftmost uncompleted task in its group. 
The first condition for unsuspending a task is very similar to that found in many 
other suspension mechanisms, uch as delay primitives in Prolog systems like MU- 
Prolog [18] and the committed choice languages. The condition is fulfilled whenever 
a dependent variable is bound, and so is easily detected. 
The second condition is probably unique to DDAS, and requires the detection of 
when tasks become leftmost. The leftmost status of a task, changes only when the 
task executing the current active leftmost goal in a group finishes: the tasks exe- 
cuting the next leftmost goal in the group (there may be more than one task, as the 
goal may have forked into several tasks in nested ECGEs) become in the producer 
position for dependent variables in the group. Thus, when a task completes the 
execution of an and-goal, it checks to see if it was the leftmost active goal for the 
group: this can be easily done by examining the parcall marker associated with the 
ECGE where the current statuses of and-goals in the ECGE are recorded. If it was 
the leftmost active goal in the group, then the second condition for unsuspension 
is fulfilled. 
LOCATING SUSPENDED TASKS TO UNSUSPEND. Once an unsuspension condition 
has been detected, suspended tasks for which the condition was fulfilled need to be 
located so that they can unsuspend. This is done by maintaining a list of suspended 
tasks for each suspension condition such that when the condition is fulfilled, the 
tasks in the list can be unsuspended. As each task can unsuspend on two conditions, 
each task occurs in two lists: one to allow the task to unsuspend when the dependent 
variable it was suspended on becomes bound, and another list to allow the task to 
unsuspend when the task becomes leftmost. 
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F IGURE 9. Mechanism for suspension. 
Thus, each dependent cell, before it becomes bound, maintains a variable sus- 
pend list: each time a task suspends on trying to nv-bind the variable, the task is 
suspended, and a suspend cell, which contains information on the task- - the ID of 
the worker working on the task before it suspended, and a pointer to the relevant 
suspend marker (if any)-- is added to the variable suspend list. When the depen- 
dent variable is bound, the variable suspend list contain the tasks that needed to 
be unsuspended. This mechanism for dealing with the unsuspension is similar to 
many previous approaches, uch as that taken by JAM Parlog [6]. 
The second unsuspend condition is unique to DDAS, and is handled by main- 
taining a task suspend list for each and-goal of the ECGE in which the dependent 
variable was created. The task suspend list consists of a list of task suspend cells. 
Each task suspend cell represents a task that has suspended on a dependent vari- 
able of the ECGE while executing that particular and-goal (more than one task 
can be working on an and-goal, as an and-task can be split into subtasks in some 
nested ECGEs). 
The structure used for suspension is shown in Figure 9. A suspended task is 
represented by a suspend cell and a task suspend cell. These two cells contains 
pointers to each other, so that when the task unsuspends, both cells can be re- 
moved. For example, if the task is unsuspended because it became the leftmost 
task, then all the task suspend cells in the task suspend list are woken up, and 
the suspend cell associated with the task has to be removed from the suspend list. 
Both lists are doubly linked to facilitate the removal of individual elements. The 
dependent cell contains a pointer to the suspend list, and pointers to the parcall 
marker representing the ECGE where the variable became dependent, and the first 
occurrence of the variable (supplied by the compiler) in that ECGE. 
RESUMING UNSUSPENDED TASKS. When a task is unsuspended, it can be in 
one of two states: 
• The original worker may not yet have picked up new work after the suspension 
and thus have not allocated a suspend marker. In this case, the original 
worker can simply resume execution of the task. 
• The original worker may have picked up new work since the suspension and 
have thus allocated a suspend marker. In this case, the task is added to 
a pool of unsuspended tasks. A worker that is looking for work can then 
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pick up the task and resume its execution. The worker would read in the 
suspended state from the suspend marker, allocate a continuation marker on 
its own stack, and resume the task's execution. 
4.2.3. Finding the Correct And-goal in an Ancestral ECGE. In order to properly 
suspend, the proper task suspend list to add the task suspend cell has to be found: 
this is the task suspend list of the goal in the ECGE in which the dependent 
variable causing the suspension became dependent. There is a complication, as 
the ECGE the task is currently working on can be a descendent of the ECGE in 
which the dependent variable is created, and although the correct ECGE can be 
located via the dependent cell, the actual goal the task is working on would not 
be immediately known if the task is working on a descendent ECGE, i.e., the goal 
has split into subtasks. To find the position in the ECGE in which the dependent 
variable was created, each parcall marker contains a pointer to the parcall marker's 
parent parcall marker (PP), and a pointer to the slot representing the parent and- 
goal in which the current ECGE was encountered (PS), as shown in Figure 10. 
The correct and-goal to place the task suspend cell could be found by following the 
PP pointer from the current parcall marker until PP points to the parcall marker 
pointed to by the dependent cell. The PS marker would then be pointing at the 
correct and-goal. 
The cost of location of the correct and-goal is potentially unbounded, but will 
only be a problem if a dependent variable is passed down many ECGEs (without 
1 \ 
L~ 
FIGURE 10. Finding the correct and-goal. 
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being made dependent locally), and bound many nesting levels away from the 
ECGE that created it. It is expected that, in general, the dependent variable will 
be bound (or made a dependent variable locally) not too far below the ECGE in 
which the variable was created. 
4.2.4. Determination ofProducer/Consumer Status. A reasonably efficient mech- 
anism must be devised to determine the producer/consumer status of a task for a 
particular dependent variable. As already discussed, the producer for a particular 
dependent variable at any time is the leftmost still-active goal in the group that is 
not to the left of the leftmost occurrence of the variable. As in the case for finding 
the correct ECGE for suspension, the dependent variable may be created in an 
earlier (ancestral) ECGE. The first problem is thus to know the position the task 
is in with respect o the ECGE in which the dependent variable was created. This 
is simple if the ECGE is the current ECGE, but if it is some ancestral ECGE, then 
the same mechanism as that shown in Figure 10 is used to find the task's position 
in the ECGE. Once the ECGE is found, then the current producer position for the 
variable has to be found; this can be done by scanning the sta;uses of the and-goals 
in the ECGE. The cost of doing this is quite small, as the number of goals in an 
ECGE is limited. The scheme that is used in DASWAM is an optimization of a 
scheme that straightforwardly scans every goal in the grouI~,, and is described in 
more detail in [27, 28]. 
4.3. Implementation f Groups 
Groups are supported in DASWAM by providing pointers in the slots representing 
goals in the parcall marker: two pointers per slot are needed, to link to the left and 
right. The pointers are then set up by DASWAM abstract machine instructions 
when the parcall marker for the ECGE is allocated. 
The example ECGE of Figure 1 would be represented as shown in Figure 11 
(assuming Z is independent of X and Y). The three groups in the ECGE are labelled 
as c~, ~, and 7 in the figure---this information is provided to help the reader under- 
stand the figure, and is not stored in the slot. The first column (#) of numbers in 
the figure is the slot number, the second column is the left link (1) and the third 
column is the right link (r). If there are no and-goals to the left and right respec- 
tively, the link is set to the null value, represented as Q. Thus, groups are formed 
by appropriately setting the left and right links in all the slots. This is done by 
several parallel control abstract machine instructions. 
iUU  
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foo :- dep([X,Y,Z]) -> 
a(X) k 
b(Z) a 
c(X,Y) a 
d(V) a 
eC¥) a 
zCz) a 
g(x). 
FIGURE 11. Groups in par-call marker slots. 
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5. THE DASWAM INSTRUCTION SET  
The DASWAM instruction set is largely the instruction set of SICStus' WAM [3], 
and incorporates many of the ideas from RAP-WAM [11], although the parallel 
control instructions are different in some aspects. To deal with DDAS, some of the 
instructions have to be modified, and some new instructions introduced. This sec- 
tion will concentrate on describing those instructions that control the and-parallel 
execution and construct he representation of groups: the part that shows the 
greatest difference from the sequential WAM. 
In addition to implementing the concept of groups, the instruction set outlined 
here allows for more flexible compilation of ECGE/CGEs compared to schemes uch 
as RAP-WAM [11]. The instruction set is in fact somewhat smaller than that of 
RAP-WAM, and the only additional instruction eeded for DAP is the instruction 
to label a variable as dependent. 
5.1. Parallel Control Instructions 
allocate_pacall(N, r, M) 
This instruction represents the start of execution of an ECGE. It allocates a 
parcall marker at the top of the worker's control stack. The parcall marker contains 
N slots, where N is the number of and-goals in the ECGE. 
The second argument of the instruction, r, represents the position of the and- 
goal in the same group which is to the right of the leftmost and-goal in the ECGE. 
This leftmost and-goal is always executed locally by DASWAM. 
M represents the number of active permanent variables in the current environ- 
ment when the parcall marker is allocated. This is needed for correctly calculating 
the new top of local stack. 
Some initializations are performed by this instruction. In addition, the leftmost 
slot of the ECGE is also initialized. The other slots will be initialized by the 
instructions that follow the allocate_pcall instruction. 
push_goal(C, s, l, r) 
This instruction is used to push a goal element, representing work for the 
s-th and-goal in the current ECGE, onto the goal stack. It also initializes the 
slot representing the and-goal. This instruction follows allocate_pcall, with each 
slot, except he leftmost, represented by one push_goal instruction. 
C is the address for the code for the and-goal: this is the point to jump to start 
execution of the and-goal. 1 and r are the left and right group neighbors for the 
slot, respectively. 
A goal element, consisting of pointers to the current parcall marker and current 
slot (i.e., slot s), is pushed onto the goal stack. The slot itself is initialized to reflect 
that this new and-goal is available for pick up. 1~ 
Both allocate_parcall and push_goal are very similar to their counterparts in 
RAP-WAM. The next instruction, however, is the main difference between how 
RAP-WAM and DASWAM handle the management of parallel goals. 
l~'This idea of pushing pointers to a goal instead of the goal itself (as is done in RAP-WAM 
[11]) was suggested by Hcrmenegildo, and implemented in PWAM (personal communications with 
M. V. Hermenegildo, 1990), the successor to RAP-WAM. 
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par_proceed(E, s)
The code for initializing the call to an and-goal is represented by a series of put 
instructions, followed by a call instruction to call a body goal. This is exactly like a 
normal call in sequential WAM. The only difference from sequential WAM is that 
the call to an and-goal is followed by a par_proceed instruction. As in a sequential 
WAM, when the machine returns from executing the and-goal, the next instruction, 
which in this case would be the par_proceed instruction, would be executed. This 
instruction can be considered as the instruction that interfaces the worker to the 
parallel scheduler: it performs the management function associated with the return 
of an and-goal; for example, checking if it has been told to fail, checking if it is the 
last goal in the ECGE to complete (if it is, the worker will execute the code follow- 
ing the ECGE; if it is not, the worker is then free to select other available work to 
work on). 
Using the normal call instruction to implement a call to an and-goal, instead 
of executing all and-goals via a special instruction as in RAP-WAM [11], has two 
important advantages: 
• The compilation of DDAS will be very similar to that of sequential WAM. 
This makes the writing of a compiler much simpler. In fact, the DASWAM 
compiler was modified from SICStus' compiler without too much effort. 
• It is often desirable to execute some consecutive goals inside an ECGE as a 
sequential unit. This can be done by bracketing the goals into one and-goal. 
Each such and-goal is known as an and-block in DDAS. An example is shown 
in Figure 12. 
RAP-WAM's instruction set is not able to deal with and-blocks directly, 
as the units of parallel execution are simple Prolog goals. A source-to-source 
transformation is needed to compile this type of code by "wrapping" the goals 
in an and-block into new clauses, which are called from inside the ECGE. 
This can be done transparently during compilation, but does impose a slight 
overhead in adding an extra level of procedure call. In DASWAM, and-blocks 
are supported irectly: if the and-block consists of more than one goal, then 
a par_proceed instruction is added after the last call in the and-block only. 
This will have the effect of invoking the and-parallel scheduler only at the 
end of an and-block. 
The format of the par_proceed instruction is: E is the address for the code that 
is to be executed when the ECGE succeeds, and s is the slot number of the and-goal 
that is being completed. 
traverse_tree(tree(Left,Right,Node), LDaCa, RData) "- 
mark_node(Node) k
( t raverse_tree(Lef t ,  LDatal, PJ)atal), 
process_data(LDatal, RDatal, LData)) 
( t raverse_tree(Right ,  LData2, PJ)ata2), 
process_data(LData2, P~ata2, RData)). 
FIGURE 12. Example clause with and-b~cksof morethan one goM. 
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5.1.1. Dependent Annotation Instructions. The following instructions are used 
to annotate a dependent variable/term as dependent at the start of an ECGE. 
Additional instructions are used to implement the ground and independence t sts 
that are needed for both IAP and DAP. These tests are the same as those used for 
RAP-WAM (except hat suspensions may occur during the test), so they will not 
be discussed here. 
make_x_dependent(Ai, j) 
This instruction dereferences and converts the term in the argument register Ai 
to a dependent term. The first occurrence of the dependent variable is in and- 
block j. Suspension occurs if the term contains dependent variables that are in a 
consumer position for the current ask. 
make_y_dependent (Yi, j) 
Similar to make_x_dependent. Converts the term in Yi to a dependent term. 
5.2. Modifications to Existing Instructions 
Although the number of extra instructions i small, many sequential WAM instruc- 
tions had to be modified to support DAP. Most important of these modifications i
to allow the unification.routines to support he suspension and resumption of exe- 
cution of a goal. Also, the problem of synchronizing the creation and consumption 
of dependent compound terms, which takes place over more than one DASWAM 
instruction, are dealt with by writing special "invalid" values to the arguments that 
have not yet been initialized when the compound term is created. This approach 
has the advantage that it does not require changes to the code that a sequential 
WAM compiler generates in these cases. 
However, there are some cases where goals in an ECGE have to be compiled 
somewhat differently from sequential goals: if a variable occurs in more than one 
goal, then the sequential Prolog compilation assumes that the variable is initialized 
by the leftmost goal it occurs in, and the code for the other goals assumes that 
the said variable is initialized. In DDAS, this assumption may not be valid, and 
such variables have to be initialized before the and-parallel execution is started. 
This can be done mostly by the use of existing WAM instructions, but two extra 
instructions are needed to deal with nonstrictly independent variables which occur 
inside structures. Such variables have to be globalized before the ECGE is entered. 
Since the need for these instructions is not directly related to DAP, they will not 
be discussed further. The interested reader is referred to [27] for a fuller discussion 
of the reasons for these instructions: 
put  _y_local_variable(Yn, Xi) 
put  _y_local_value (Y~, Xi) 
5.3. An Example Compiled Code 
In this section, an example of the compiled DASWAM code shall be shown, in order 
to illustrate how the instructions are actually used in practice. The codes shown 
are essentially what the current DASWAM compiler produced, except hat the code 
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traverse_tree/3/l: 
get_struc~nre.xO(tree/3) 
al locate 
get_y_varinble(Y6,ll) 
ge~.y.v~inble(Y2,A2) 
unify_y.varinble(¥7) 
unify_y_variable(Y3) 
unify.x.variable(lO) 
put_y_void(¥O) 
put_y_void(Y1) 
put.y.void(Y4) 
put_y.void(Y5) 
al locate2 
al locate_pcal l(3,-1,8) 
push.goal(L1, 1, -1, -1) 
push.goal(L2, 2, -I, -I) 
cnll(|ark_node/1,8) 
par.proceed(L3, O) 
LI: 
put.y.value(Y7,10) 
pu~.y.value(Y4,ll) 
pu~.y.valua(YS,12) 
ca l l (~raverse . t ree /3 ,7 )  
put.y.unsafe_value(Y4,10) 
put.y.unsa~e_value(Y5,11) 
put.y.value(Y6,12) 
call(process_da~a/3,4) 
pa~_proceed(L3,1) 
L2: 
pat_y_va!ue(Y3,AO) 
put_y_wlue(YO,A1) 
put_y.value(Y1,12) 
ca l l (~raverse .~ree l3 ,3)  
put_y.unsafe.value(YO,lO) 
put.y.unsafe.value(Yl , l l )  
pu~.y_value(Y2,12) 
call(process_data/3,3) 
par.proceed(L3,2) 
L3: 
deal locate 
proceed 
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t raverse. t reo( t reeCLef t ,L ight , |ode) ,  
Z LOats,|LData) :- 
~(  
-1 as blocks are independent, so no 
% le f t / r ight  s ib l ings 
X nark.node(|ode) 
Za  
Y,( 
traverse_tree (Lef t ,  LDat a l ,  RDat al ) ,  
X process.data(LDatal ,RDatal ,LData) 
7. ) k (only a~ end of an and-block) 
7.(  
X traverse_tree ( Right ,LDat n2, RData2 ), 
Z process.da~a(LData2,1Data2,~Data) 
~) .  
F IGURE 13. Compiled DASWAM code implementing and-blocks with more than one 
goal. 
generated by the compiler still treats the whole ECGE as one group, and the code 
had to be modified to take advantage of groups. 
The codes have also been somewhat simplified (last call optimization has been 
removed), and edited to make them more readable. Note the notation used: An for 
the argument register n, Yn for environment variable n, ns for slot n (in the parcall 
frame), nl  to indicate the left and-goal in the same group is n, nr to indicate the 
right and-goal in the same group is n. -1  for n represents the null value. 
Figure 13 shows the compiled code of a program fragment with an ECGE 
of three groups of independent and-blocks, as shown in Figure 12. Two of the 
and-blocks have more than one goal. As discussed, this code can be compiled 
directly into DASWAM instructions. 
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6. DEAL ING WITH NONPURE FEATURES 
One of the design aims of DDAS is that it should be able to handle full Prolog. 
Thus, the impure features of Prolog must be handled by DASWAM. The nonpure 
features can be generally classified into two types: metalogical and extralogical. 
These are discussed separately. In addition, cut, an extra-logical feature, is discussed 
separately from the other extra-logical features, both because of its importance, and 
also because of the special way in which it is handled. 18 
6.1. Metalogical Features 
The dynamic producer feature of DDAS is sufficient o handle metalogical predi- 
cates such as var / i .  The value of an unbound dependent variable accessed from 
a consumer position should be regarded as "unknown" rather than "unbound." 
Thus, when a metalogical predicate tries to find the state of an "unbound" depen- 
dent variable from a consumer position, the predicate must suspend until the value 
of the variable is known, either because it becomes instantiated by the producer, 
or the suspended task becomes the producer. Thus, all that is needed to handle 
metalogical predicates i to code such predicates o that they are able to use the 
normal DASWAM suspension mechanism to handle dependent variables. 
It is also possible to provide a limited form of "nonstrict" DAP using special 
forms of the metalogical predicates that do not suspend on dependent variables in a 
consumer position. "Nonstrict" DAP occurs when it is possible to allow a consumer 
to nv-bind or access the state of a dependent variable in a consumer position without 
breaking the equivalence to sequential Prolog. This can occur, for example, when it 
is known that the current producer for the dependent variable will no longer gener- 
ate bindings for the dependent variable, and thus it is safe for the next leftmost goal 
sharing the variable to become its producer. Obviously, "nonstrict" DAP can allow 
more parallelism to be exploited, and its exploitation and implementation is an area 
of further research. One complication in its implementation is that the producer 
status has to be passed from producer to a consumer sometime during the execution 
of a goal, instead of at the end of its execution. However, if the non-suspending 
metalogical predicate is used correctly, i.e., it is only used to test for the state of a 
dependent variable in a consumer position where it is known that the current pro- 
ducer would not change the state, then it can lead to the exploitation of "nonstrict" 
DAP in these situations without the need to develop special support for "nonstrict" 
DAP. Of course, if used incorrectly, it can lead to inconsistent parallel executions. 
6.2. Pruning Operations: Cut 
Like &-Prolog, and unlike the committed choice languages and Andorra, goals to 
the left and right of the pruning operator (cut for DDAS) can execute in parallel at 
the same time. However, the pruning needs to be coordinated across these goals, 
when the cut prunes away search-space in other and-goals. 
In the SICStus WAM, when a cut is encountered, the current choice-point register 
is set to point at the last choice-point that is outside the scope of the cut. However, 
18The general method for handling extralogical features can certainly be applied to cuts as 
well, but it would unnecessarily restrict parallelism. 
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such a simple scheme is not sufficient for a distributed stack, as the choice-point to 
reset to may be in a different and-section. 
Three general situations can be recognized when a cut is encountered in DASWAM: 
• The cut cuts to a choice-point within the current section. The normal SICStus 
WAM cut mechanism is used to deal with this. 
• The cut cuts across sibling and-goals to its left. An example of this is: 
foo :-  ( t rue  -> a ~ b ~t (c,  !) ~ d).  
This cut cuts away the choices of a, b, c, and foo. The main problem is that 
a and b are executing in parallel, and may still be executing when the cut 
is encountered. The effect of the cut is thus performed in two stages: the 
choices of c are pruned when the cut is encountered. The slot associated with 
a and b is then marked with a "cut" flag. The pruning of choices on a and 
b then takes place when all sibling and-goals between them and the cut have 
returned a solution, i.e., b is pruned when b returns a solution, a is pruned 
when both a and b have returned a solution. 
• The cut cuts to a choice-point outside the current section, but does not 
cut across sibling and-goals. In this case, the pruning can take place imme- 
diately. 
In order to perform the pruning, the worker encountering the cut must follow 
the markers backward up the stack sections, setting the pointers in the markers to 
discard the choice-points in the sections, until the choice-point/marker to cut to is 
located. In the case of the cutting across sibling and-goals, the first stage cuts to 
the marker representing the start of the current task, i.e., c in the above example. 
In the second stage, b is pruned to the marker representing the start of the task 
executing b, and for a, the pruning carries on untill the choice-point for the parent 
goal (foo in the example) is pruned. The reason that a cannot be pruned before b 
is finished is because b might fail due to some dependent binding it consumed, and 
this would cause a to generate another solution before the cut would be encountered 
in sequential execution (after c). 
In the current DASWAM, the space represented by the discarded choice-points 
cannot be immediately recovered, as the markers have to be retained to allow 
untrailing of variables during the actual backtracking. The space can be recovered 
by a garbage collector, or alternatively, if the control stack is separated into a 
separate choice-point and marker stacks. Some redesign of the existing scheme 
would be needed, but in principle this would make the recovery of the space occupied 
by the choice-points easier. 
Note that no parallelism is lost (except for whatever overhead is needed to per- 
form the cut) in dealing with cuts. This is in contrast o dealing with other side 
effects, where the task performing the side effect must in general suspend until it 
is leftmost. 
6.3. Extralogical Features 
Extralogical predicates include those predicates that handle I /O,  and predicates 
such as assert/retract that affect he global state of the computation. All these pred- 
icates need some synchronization with the execution of other parts of the program, 
but to different degrees. Here are the two possibilities: 
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DDAS style synchron izat ion:  This is the synchronization whereby a pred- 
icate is allowed to proceed when it is in the producer position. This syn- 
chronization is sufficient to ensure that output would produce the same 
output as the sequential case. It may also be sufficient for certain (nonstan- 
dard) restricted use of assert/retract-type redicates where the "scope" of 
the assert/retract is limited. The existing machinery for synchronization i
DASWAM is sufficient o support his form of synchronization. 
G loba l  synchron izat ion:  This form of synchronization ensures that the 
events being synchronized in the program occur exactly in the same order as 
they would sequentially. It may, for example, be desirable for the output to 
appear in the same order as it does sequentially, which the DDAS style syn- 
chronization does not ensure. Inputs from a sequential access ource such as 
a file also need this form of synchronization, asdo the predicates that modify 
the global state. 
Extra machinery has to be added to DASWAM to support his form of syn- 
chronization, but methods developed to support such forms of synchronization 
for IAP, such as that proposed by Muthukumar and Hermenegildo [17], can 
be used directly in DASWAM as well, because the addition of DAP does not 
affect this form of synchronization. 
. RESULTS 
Results for DASWAM running benchmark-type rograms have been presented pre- 
viously [27, 28]. Such programs are useful for showing that DASWAM can indeed 
be implemented, and can extract some parallelism, but they do not really show 
that DASWAM can extract effective parallelism from realistic programs. As the 
prototype DASWAM is now stable enough to run reasonably sized application pro- 
grams, results for such programs will be presented here. However, as application 
programs are much less readily available than benchmark-type rograms, so far we 
have been able to study only a few applications. Here, two application programs 
are presented in some detail: the British Telecom Workforce Management program 
(wms), and the author's own or-parallel simulator [30, 31], Orsim. These two pro- 
grams are known to have some and-parallelism: DAP in wms, and IAP in Orsim. 
Thus, the aim is not to show that DDAS/DASWAM can extract significant paral- 
lelism from general application programs--that would need a much more extensive 
study than two programs--but to show that if an application program does con- 
tain and-parallelism (both IAP and DAP), DDAS/DASWAM is able to effectively 
extract such parallelism. 
In addition, results for several benchmark-type rograms are presented in sum- 
mary form. However, space constraints prevent he detailed presentation of results 
for these programs. 
7.1. Description of Programs 
7.1.1. Benchmark- Type Programs 
Boyer :  This is the standard "boyer" benchmark [34]. This program exploits 
(nonstrict) IAP only. 
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Bt_c luster :  This is the clustering benchmark from British Telecom Research 
Laboratory. 500 elements are being clustered in this example. This program 
exploits (nonstrict) IAP only. 
Nrev :  Naive reverse of a 400-element list. This program exploits DAP. 
Qsort :  Quick-sort of a 1600-element list. The list consists of a list of 400 
randomly generated integers repeated four times. This program exploits both 
DAP and IAP. 
Kkqueens :  This is the kkqueens benchmark by K. Kumon for committed 
choice languages. It solves the N-Queens problem (N = 9 here). The code 
used here is taken from the benchmark set that comes with the sequential 
version of KL1 distributed by ICOT [4], and slightly modified so that it would 
run as a Prolog program. Two annotations for this program were tried, both 
exploiting DAP: in DAP1, one clause was annotated with an ECGE; in DAP2, 
an additional clause was annotated with an ECGE. 
7.1.2. Or-Parallel Simulator. The or-parallel simulator was developed as a Prolog 
program to study the behavior of or-parallelism [25, 31]. It was used in a subsequent 
study of or-parallelism and IAP [27, 30]. 
The parallelism was extracted by just one CGE, with a very minor rewrite of 
one clause of the program to remove some unnecessary dependencies between goals 
that could be executed in and-parallel independently. DDAS was able to exploit 
this IAP exactly as a system that only exploits IAP, such as &-Prolog. 
The program consists of 1071 lines of code. The example studied was the simula- 
tor simulating the execution of the standard population density benchmark "query." 
7.1.3. Workforce Management Program (WMS). wms is a series of programs de- 
veloped by D. Munaf at British Telecom Research Laboratory [16]. These programs 
are designed to solve the problem of allocating a set of jobs effectively to a set of 
engineers, based at several different locations. A series of programs were developed 
to improve the execution characteristics on Andorra-I. There are three main stages 
to the development: 
wms0: The original program had very little potential for parallelism because 
of the algorithm used. 
wmsl :  wms0 was completely rewritten using a different algorithm that was 
intended to offer more parallelism. However, Andorra-I was not able to extract 
much parallelism from this program. This program gave a better solution 
(significantly more jobs were allocated) than wms0. 
wms2: wins2 was extensively modified (mainly by the Andorra-I group) so 
that Andorra-I was able to extract parallelism from it. This involved rewrit- 
ing many parts of the program deterministically. In particular, some predi- 
cates that contain clauses which have the equivalent of "deep guards"--clauses 
which contain user-defined goals designed to eliminate all but one of the clauses 
of the predicate--had to be rewritten. 
In addition, two further changes were needed: (1) a var /1  in one goal 
prevented significant and-parallelism: this is because the standard var / i  of 
Andorra-I suspends until it is leftmost to preserve Prolog semantics [23]. 
This had to be replaced by a nonsuspending var /1  and the code modified 
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accordingly to allow the nonsuspending vat /1  to be used correctly. Such a 
var /1 is similar to the "nonstrict" vat /1  of DASWAM. 19 (2) The order of 
arguments passed to a predicate that appended two lists had to be reversed. 
wms2 uses the same algorithm as that of wmsl, and returned the same 
answers. 
For DDAS, both wmsl and wms2 were parallelized with minor modifications and 
annotations. The modifications needed for wmsl were the use of "nonstrict" var /1  
and the change of code around it (essentially the delaying of the binding of the 
dependent variable to be tested by the "nonstrict" vat / l ) ,  and the reversal of the 
arguments to append. The changes were localized to three clauses. Three different 
annotations were then used to evaluate their performance on DASWAM: 
IAP :  One clause (the only one expected to have IAP) of the program was 
annotated to extract IAP only. 
DAP0:  One clause of the program was annotated to extract DAP. 
DAP I :  One extra clause (the one annotated for IAP) to DAP0 was annotated 
to extract DAP. These two clauses were expected to be the major sources of 
parallelism. 
DAP2:  One extra clause to DAP1, which was not expected to give significant 
parallelism, was also annotated, giving three annotated clauses. 
For parallelizing wms2, ordering of some goals was changed to make the clauses 
tail-recursive, and allow the dependent bindings to be passed between phases of the 
program quicker, thus increasing the amount of parallelism. The two equivalent 
ECGEs to DAP1 above were added to extract he parallelism. 
The example problem is to try and allocate 250 jobs to 118 engineers from 9 
bases, wmsl consists of 1912 lines of code, of which about 1280 lines are the database 
on the jobs and engineers, wms2 uses the same database, and is 2119 lines long. 
7. 2. Analysis of Parallel Execution Overheads 
One important question is what overheads are imposed by running programs on 
DASWAM. The overheads can be broadly divided into the following: 
1. Overheads of running an unannotated program on DASWAM, e.g., use of 
unbound tag. 
2. Overheads associated with IAP on one worker, e.g., allocation of markers, 
execution of parallel instructions, some lockings. 
3. Overhead associated with DAP specifically on one worker, e.g., checking of 
producer status, use of dependent cells, extra lockings on dependent cells. 
Note that a significant portion of the overheads of supporting dependent cells 
is to allow correct backward execution: all dependent bindings have to be 
trailed, and dependent cells created even for bound variables because their 
contents may be consumed and thus need to be killed during backtracking. 
4. Parallelization overheads: exploiting IAP on more than one worker; e.g., 
coordination of workers, finding work, coordinating parallel backtracking, 
hardware dependent overheads (such as accessing shared memory). 
]9In fact, the nonsuspending var/1 of Andorra-I inspired the "nonstrict" var / i  of DASWAM. 
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5. Parallelization overheads: exploiting DAP on more than one worker; e.g., 
suspension and unsuspension of tasks, extra hardware dependent overheads 
due to greater sharing of memory. 
The DASWAM prototype simulates parallelism, and therefore cannot directly 
measure the last two overheads. The speedups it gives are an indication of the 
potential parallelism that DDAS/DASWAM is able to extract from a particular 
program. It would then be necessary to combine these results with that from a 
parallel implementation to measure the parallel overheads} ° 
However, the prototype can throw some light on the first three types of over- 
heads. In fact, it should incur all the overheads of executing IAP and DAP pro- 
grams on one worker of a real parallel system except those due to lockings} 1
Table 1 shows the execution times of the programs: the column "WAM" is the 
times for executing the programs on the sequential SICStus WAM that DASWAM 
is based on, 22 "DASWAM" is the times for executing the unannotated programs on 
DASWAM, "IAP" is the times for executing the programs annotated for IAP on 
DASWAM with one worker, and "DAP" is the execution times for programs anno- 
tated for DAP; if more than one DAP annotations were tried, these are shown in 
separate rows. All the measurements are the average of three execution times (in ins) 
for each program (on a SparcStation 20). The standard deviations are included in 
the data. 
Table 2 provides additional statistics gathered from running the parallelized 
programs. "Diff" is the slowdown of their execution times with respect to the 
2°A parallel implementat ion on its own cannot measure parallel overheads either, because the 
effects of available parallel ism on speedups cannot then be separated from the overheads. See [30] 
for a more detailed discussion of this. 
21This was confirmed by the new real parallel system: initial results show that  the performance 
on one worker is similar to the s imulator 's  performance; in fact, the performance may even be 
somewhat  better than  the simulator's.  
22 "WAM" is a sequential WAM developed by the author from the SICStus 0.6 specification. It 
runs somewhat  slower than  SICStus, with approximately the same speed as another widely avail- 
able Prolog system from ECRC, Eclipse (with the programs compiled for no debugging to maximize 
speed). 
TABLE  1. Execut ion  t imes  for p rograms on WAM and DASWAM.  
Program WAM DASWAM IAP DAP 
boyer 2840+22 36634-19 7097-t-22 - -  
bt_cluster 36474-5 48534-5 48704-14 
nrev 3534-9 4474-12 - -  11834-5 
qsort 2204-8 2734-5 3274-12 6734-12 
kkqueens 14204-8 1880=t=8 - -  
(DAP1) 4903 i12  
(DAP2) 58374-39 
Ors im 53134-12 7143=t=33 73404-8 - -  
wins] 18004-14 23874-33 2500=t=8 
(DAP0)  28934-45 
(DAPI)  31504-24 
(DAP2)  35404-22 
wins2 23434-21 32764-12 3333=t=33 3900+22 
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execution time for running the unannotated program on DASWAM; thus it is a 
measure of the overheads due to the DAP and IAP on one worker--the programs 
are listed in the reversed order of their slowdown, so "kkqueens,dap2," which runs 
3.10 times slower than the unannotated program, is listed first. The next column, 
"~-~deref" is the number of dereferencing operations performed when executing the 
program. "~-~prod. check" is the total number of checks for a dependent variable's 
producer/consumer status, with the bracketed % being with respect to }-~'.deref 
(the vast majority of the checks are performed uring the dereferencing of a depen- 
dent variable, so this column shows the effectiveness of distinguishing dependent 
and nondependent variables: if all variables are treated as dependent, then the 
% would all be approximately 100%). "~inst"  is the total number of DASWAM 
instructions executed by the programs. "~ECGE"  is the number of ECGE al- 
located in the program, and ~-~par. is the total number of "parallel instructions" 
(a l locate_pca l l ,  push_goal, par_proceed) executed, with the figure in brackets 
showing the average number of all instructions executed before a parallel instruc- 
tion is executed. All the columns discussed so far are gathered with the program 
executing under one worker, but the last two columns of the table are for data 
gathered from the execution under 10 workers: }-]susp(10) shows the number of 
suspensions performed, the bracketed figures are the average number of DASWAM 
instructions (from ~-~.inst) executed before a suspension occurs. ~Par(10)  shows 
the "speedup" (or as discussed, inherent amount of parallelism) relative to one 
worker. 
Table 1 shows that DASWAM is able to run an unannotated program at between 
71 to 81% of the speed at which the program runs on a WAM. The overhead 
here is probably due mainly to the use of unbound tags (instead of self-referencing 
pointers) to represent unbound variables, and to the trailing of two words per 
trailed item (instead of one). This overhead is consistent with the cost reported 
for a similar unbound tag mechanism in Aurora [32]. For DASWAM, the unbound 
tag is used to preserve the "two-stack model" of the WAM by allowing comparison 
of seniority of variables in different stack sections in the local stacks (see [27] for 
details), thus avoiding the globalization of many local stack variables. As shall be 
discussed shortly, it is not clear if the benefits of preserving the two-stack model 
justify the overhead, and the alternative scheme of globalizing most variables might 
be a better option. 
The IAP and DAP overheads on one worker for DASWAM include most of 
the parallel overheads, except those associated with suspension and some of the 
cost in coordination of workers, but these do not apply in the one-worker case. 
Table 2 provides ome data to help in analyzing these overheads. The data suggest 
that exploiting DAP does impose more overhead than exploiting IAP, although an 
important parallel overhead is due to the execution of the parallel instructions. The 
data suggest hat the execution of a parallel instruction is significantly slower than 
that of the normal instructions; currently, the parallel instructions are coded quite 
naively, and it is expected that with some effort, the time needed to execute these 
instructions can be reduced significantly, thus leading to much less slowdown of the 
parallelized programs. However, even with the current implementation, the data 
show that the overheads are much more significant for the simple benchmark type 
programs, which tend to execute far fewer instructions per parallel instructions than 
the more realistic application programs: the parallelized application programs run 
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at between 67 to 97% of the speed of unannotated program on DASWAM, and 51 
to 73% the speed on the sequential WAM. 
The use of the dependent variable imposes extra overheads on DAP programs. 
The data (~-]prod. check) shows the benefit of DDAS's distinguishing of dependent 
and nondependent variables: only 6 to 18% of references for applications, and 23 to 
80% for benchmarks, needed the checking of producer status. Dependent variables 
are accessed in many instructions, but the data suggest that the execution of parallel 
instructions till dominates the DAP overheads: the ordering of programs by their 
amount of slowdown from the annotated program (as is done in Table 2) corresponds 
very well with ordering the programs by the number of instructions executed per 
parallel instruction (ordering by the bracketed figures in ~par . ,  smallest first); the 
main exception is nrev, which executes a relatively large 457 instructions per parallel 
instruction, but has the second greatest slowdown for DAP programs. One reason 
for this might be that the program also has the highest proportion of checking for 
producer status (79.3%) by a significant margin. 
The ability to control the amount of annotation, a feature of DDAS, is important: 
as expected, the data show that different annotations for the same program lead 
to different parallelized behavior: generally the more annotations, the greater the 
slowdown of the program running on one worker--there are a greater proportion of 
parallel instructions and producer status checks. Thus, unless the extra annotation 
leads to greater speedups that compensate for the slower execution, it is undesirable 
to have these extra annotations. The prototype is unable to directly measure real 
parallel speedups, but the predicted parallelism can serve as an upper bound on 
the real speedups. Thus, for wins, IAP is unable to extract much parallelism 
at all; DAP0 is able to extract most of the parallelism, at a relatively low cost; 
DAP1 is able to extract somewhat more parallelism, at a higher cost, but the 
extra parallelism may be able to compensate for this; DAP2 is able to extract only 
slightly more parallelism than DAP1, but at quite a significantly higher cost, and 
the slight extra parallelism is unable to compensate for this. For kkqueens, the 
extra annotations of DAP2 impose extra cost without an increase in parallelism (in 
fact, for 10 workers, the parallelism for DAP2 is lower than that for DAP1). For 
qsort, the DAP version imposes much higher overheads than the IAP version, and 
although the parallelism is also significantly more, it is not clear if it is sufficient 
to compensate for the extra cost, as it is expected that achieving DAP speedups 
would be more expensive than the IAP speedups. 23 
Another potential problem with exploiting DAP in DASWAM is the cost of 
determining the producer/consumer status: it is potentially unbounded--when an 
unbound dependent variable is accessed in an ECGE that is separated by arbitrarily 
many levels of intervening ECGEs from the ECGE in which the variable became 
dependent (see Section 4.2.3), all the intervening ECGEs have to be traversed. 
Table 3 summarizes the ECGE traversal data for the DAP programs in our study. 
Each column shows the % of finding current ask position that traversed the number 
of ECGEs indicated by the column; so, for example, 'T '  represents the % of tests 
23The IAP speedups achieved by qsort for the example list may be atypically high, because 
the list consists of repeating a 400-element list three times; being able to divide the existing list 
into roughly equally sized sublists is important to achieving ood speedups under IAP. Thus, 
in a completely randomly generated list of the same size, it is expected that the difference in 
parallelism would be more favorable to the DAP program. 
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that traversed 1ECGE. ">10" is the % of checks that had to traverse more than 10 
ECGEs. The last column, "max," shows the maximum number of ECGEs traversed 
in any check, and the number of times it occurred in brackets. 
All the programs were executed with one worker. As the checking is performed 
regardless of how many workers are running the program, and the number of levels 
traversed oes not change with number of workers, so the results presented are 
essentially independent of the number of workers. 
The results show that the majority of checks traverse only a few ECGEs 
for all the programs, although there are a few checks that do traverse many levels 
of ECGE. However, such checks are relatively infrequent, and the results from Ta- 
bles 1 and 2 suggest hat they do not have a large impact on the performance: both 
nrev and qsort did not need to traverse more than 1 ECGE for all checks, but they 
have greater slowdown than most programs which have to perform more traversals 
in their checks--nrev has the second greatest slowdown of all programs. For wmsl, 
the DAP0 version shows that just removing one ECGE can have a very large impact 
on the traversal pattern: DAP1 has only a very slightly higher proportion of paral- 
lel instruction, a somewhat higher number of checking for producer, but has a long 
tail of traversing large numbers of ECGEs during the checks; nevertheless, DAP0 
executes only slightly faster than DAP1, and it is not clear if this is due mainly 
to the ECGE traversal, or the higher number of producer checks. In any case, the 
impact of the dramatic change in traversal pattern is minimal. Taken together, 
all these data suggest hat the number of ECGE traversed for producer/consumer 
checking is not a significant factor affecting performance. 
The last two columns of Table 2 show some data from running the programs 
with 10 workers. The data show that DDAS is able to extract effective parallelism 
over a large range of programs, including those with determinate DAP (exploited 
by committed choice languages and Andorra-I), e.g., kkqueens, wms2; those with 
nondeterminate IAP (exploited by &-Prolog), e.g., Orsim; and those with nonde- 
terminate DAP (exploited by DDAS only), e.g., wmsl. Although the prototype 
simulator cannot really throw much light on the actual real speedups on its own, 
~susp  does give some indication of one source of parallel dependent overhead: that 
of the number of suspensions performed. This ranges from 32 instructions per sus- 
pension for qsort, to 1831 instructions per suspension for nrev; these results suggest 
that it may be more difficult to obtain good speedups for qsort than nrev, if the 
cost 'of suspension is an important source of parallel overhead. Indeed, this has 
been confirmed by the initial results from the parallel implementation. 
The design aim of the prototype was to verify the concepts of DDAS/DASWAM, 
and there were very few optimization efforts, so there should be ample opportu- 
nities to reduce the overheads. The overheads with respect o the WAM includes 
the overheads for the use of the unbound tag, which the data suggests may be 
a more significant overhead than either the DAP or IAP overheads for the ap- 
plications programs. This overhead can be eliminated if an alternative scheme 
(e.g., globalization of most local variables) is used, and thus the overheads with 
respect o unannotated programs running on DASWAM may be a better repre- 
sentation of the IAP and DAP overheads. Tuning of the code in the prototype 
should lead to lowering of the overheads, and in addition, compile-time analysis 
has the potential to greatly reduce the DAP overheads, as a significant portion of 
the DAP overheads might be avoidable if it can be determined by analysis that 
the dependent binding would not be undone by inside backtracking and thus no 
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suppor t  for complex  backt rack ing ,  cur rent ly  p rov ided  for every dependent var iab le ,  
is needed. Thus, the potent ia l  ex i s ts  for very  s ign i f i cant  reduct ion  in the overheads, 
but  even currently, the overheads  are s ign i f i cant  but  are cer ta in ly  not  p roh ib i t i ve ly  
expensive. 
7.3. Parallelism Extracted from Application Programs 
F igure  14 shows  the  speedups  for Ors im and var ious  wms obta ined  f rom DASWAM.  
The  speedups  are re lat ive  to  each program runn ing  on one  worker.  For both  pro-  
grams,  the  speedups  obta ined  f rom the new prototype  para l le l  DASWAM on a 
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26-processor Sequent Symmetry are included for reference. For wms, speedups 
from the simulator are shown for wmsl  with IAP, DAP1, and DAP2 annotat ions,  
along with real speedups for DAP1; speedups obtained for Andorra-I  running wms2 
on a Sequent Symmetry are also included for reference. The speedups for wms2 
with DAP1 annotat ions and DAP0 for wmsl  were not included to avoid clutter ing 
the graph- - i t  is very similar to that of wmsl  DAP1. 
Orsim contains significant IAP. Wms contains significant DAP, although the 
speedup begins to flatten at around 12 workers. However, as the size of the example 
problem used is smaller than the real problems, and the parallelism generally 
increases with problem size in this particular program, there should be more par- 
allelism in real problems. Both DASWAM and Andorra-I  are able to extract sig- 
nificant DAP from wms, although DASWAM seems able to give slightly better 
speedups. 
The new parallel results show that DASWAM is able to effectively exploit the 
parallelism extracted by DDAS- - the  speedups from the new parallel implementa- 
tion, although still very preliminary, are very close to the predicted speedups from 
the simulator. These results strongly suggest hat the DASWAM is able to produce 
the predicted speedups in Table 2, and that parallel execution would produce much 
better performance than a sequential Prolog system can. 
7.4. Memory Usages 
Table 4 shows the memory usage (in words) of Orsim and wins running under 
DASWAM with 1 and 10 workers. The data were gathered at one part icular 
TABLE 4. Memory usage of orsim and wms under DASWAM. 
Program Local Control Global Trail Dtrail Dheap Goal Total 
orsim (WAM) 3683 1608 600832 93319 - -  - -  - -  699442 (lx) 
orsim iap 45965 89366 601548 131370 0 0 2400 870649 (1.2x) 
orsim iap, 10w 45983 88551 600672 130016 0 0 0 867797 (1.2x) 
max 4955 9400 62551 14042 0 0 0 89050 
min 4277 8792 58133 11384 0 0 0 84720 
sd -t-216 4-299 4-1288 4-748 4-0 4-0 4-0 =1=1366 
wmsl (WAM) 38 48 272630 3965 - -  - -  - -  276681 (lx) 
wmsl, iap 160 67 271458 5276 0 0 2 276411 (1.0×) 
wmsl, dapl 10742 44755 279799 11772 152668 217140 3054 719930 (2.6×) 
wmsl, dap2 34470 143586 303168 4510 242086 321136 6714 1055670 (3.8×) 
wmsl, dapl, 10w 14038 525821 394359 15774 145512 217660 0 1313164 ( .7×) 
max 1781 57100 41546 1916 16084 25852 0 142191 
min 1125 45384 35612 1350 13012 19416 0 121216 
sd 4-181 4-4122 4-2002 4-180 4-1023 4-1820 =1=0 ~=7580 
wmsl, dap2, 10w 35009 616527 412913 8924 220356 321676 0 1615405 ( .8×) 
max 3799 64981 45139 1064 23058 33276 0 169732 
rnin 2960 58115 38663 746 19784 29332 0 153225 
sd =t=225 4-3160 4-2394 4-101 4-1370 4-2056 4-0 4-7953 
wms2 (WAM) 1117 0 548853 2393 - -  - -  - -  552363 (2.0×) 
wms2, dapl 10769 44755 560657 12646 152738 192788 3054 977407 (3.5×) 
wms2, dapl, 10w 38202 545096 678795 16182 144488 193288 0 1616051 (5.8×) 
max 4597 61066 72411 1938 17372 24716 0 187070 
min 2392 39192 65412 1294 11636 14984 0 135314 
sd =1=593 4-7434 4-2283 4-192 4-1489 4-2378 4-0 4-13005 
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instance of time near the end of the execution of each of the above programs, 
where the memory usages are very near their maximum, 24 and thus the various 
versions of the programs can be compared for memory efficiency. The data pre- 
sented for the 10 worker cases each consist of four rows: the first row shows the total 
combined memory usage of all 10 workers for the particular memory area in each 
column; the second row (max) shows the maximum usage out of the 10 workers for 
the particular memory area; the third row (min) shows the minimum usage out of 
the 10 workers; and sd shows the standard eviation on the average memory usages 
of the 10 workers, giving some indication of the amount of variation in the particu- 
lar memory area. The memory areas represented by the columns are: local--local 
stack; control--control stack; global--global stack; trail--trail; dtrail--dependent 
trail; dheap--dependent heap; goal--goal stack; total--total usage of all stacks; the 
figure in brackets hows the memory usage relative to the sequential execution. In 
the case of the wms programs, they are relative to the wmsl usages. 
It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the memory usage in great detail, 
so only a short discussion of the most important observations will be presented here. 
7.4.1. IAP Overheads 
• IAP does not impose a very heavy overhead on memory usages: wmsl, IAP 
uses essentially the same amount of memory as wmsl on the WAM, and 
Orsim, IAP uses only about 20% more memory. For wmsl, this is partly 
due to the lack of IAP, so it also shows that where there is little parallelism, 
sequential parts of the program behave much as they would on a WAM, 
memory-wise. Orsim, on the other hand, does contain significant parallelism, 
and this suggests that the IAP overheads are low for application programs. 
• There is essentially no increase in total memory usage for Orsim running on 
10 workers from the 1 worker case. This confirms that an annotated program 
running on one worker incurs almost all the parallel overheads except hose 
associated with suspension and some of the coordination overheads. As there 
are no suspensions with IAP, and the coordination overheads do not affect 
memory usages, then essentially all the memory overheads are incurred even 
with one worker. With more workers, the memory usages tay more or less 
constant, and as long as there is sufficient parallelism, this memory usage is 
divided fairly evenly between all the workers. 
• If only IAP is exploited, this incurs essentially no DAP overheads: the various 
memory areas associated specifically with dependent variables are empty in 
all the IAP executions. 
7.4.2. DAP Overheads 
• The executions of the various DAP versions on one worker all use signif- 
icantly more memory than the sequential execution. Again, a significant 
amount of the overheads associated with DAP are paid for even with one 
worker. The dependent cells are allocated and trailed; the producer status is 
24This is the case for these programs because, although they do perform some backtracking, 
these programs essentially produce one answer without much search. Thus the memory usage is 
the greatest just before the end of execution. 
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tested for, even though in the special case of one worker, dependent variables 
will always be accessed from a producer position. There is scope for optimiz- 
ing the cases where sequentially consecutive tasks are executed sequentially 
and consecutively on the same worker: this would happen quite often when 
the number of available workers is small compared to the available paral 
lelism. 
• In addition to the global stack, the memory usages of the dependent trail 
and dependent heap are the most significant in the one-worker case for the 
various versions of wms with DAP. Currently, the dependent trail also trails 
two words per item as does the normal trail, but there is little reason for 
this, as dependent cells are not allocated on the local stack and are in effect 
always globalized. Thus, only one work per item need be trailed, and this 
should halve the size of the dependent heap. 
It should be possible to further reduce the memory usage in both the de- 
pendent heap and dependent trail. For example, currently, all bindings to 
dependent variables are trailed. Recall that untrailing of dependent variables 
may trigger special actions; however, there should be no need to trail every 
single dependent binding, as the required action may have already been trig- 
gered by the detailing of another (later) dependent binding. In fact, such 
"redundant" trailings increase the complexity of the backward execution. It 
would be better for both forward and backward execution to trail only the 
first dependent binding in such cases. 
With the large memory usage of various memory areas with DAP, it is 
even less clear if retaining the two-stack model is useful or not: it probably 
does not save that much global stack usage, and in fact it may result in more 
overall memory usage because the trail size is increased. 
• Unlike IAP, there is an increase in memory usage for DAP when theprogram 
is run with more than one worker. This is due mainly to the increased usage 
of the control stack, and most of this is due to the allocation of suspend and 
continuation markers. Currently, the size of a suspend marker is very large--- 
22 words plus spaces for all the temporary and argument registers. There 
should be scope for reducing the size of the marker. Also, once a task is 
unsuspended and continued in another stack section, much of the storage of 
the suspended state of a task becomes garbage and can be garbage collected. 
This is not done currently. 
The dependent trail and dependent heap usages do not show any signif- 
icant increases with more workers, as expected--as all the dependent cells 
are allocated even in the one-worker case. There is an increase in the global 
stack because the task suspend and variable suspend lists (see Section 4.2.2) 
are allocated on the global stacks. 
• The memory usages for the DAP versions of the wms are fairly evenly dis- 
tributed throughout the 10 workers, again because of the availability of par- 
allelism. In addition, although the total memory usages in both the 1- and 
10-worker cases are significantly more than in the sequential case, and can and 
should certainly be reduced, they are probably not too unreasonable when 
considered against he speedups. It is important o realize that if a parallel 
Prolog (and indeed any other parallel application) is to be used for practical 
purposes, it would be in a multiuser environment. In such an environment, it 
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is important o consider both processor time and memory as resources that 
are shared with other users. Thus, both the amount of resource used and the 
time the resource is actually used are important. Therefore, it is possible to 
trade amount of memory used against execution time. In such a scenario, 
using 4 to 6 times as much memory as the sequential case to obtain a speedup 
of 8 is acceptable. 
Note also that the total memory usage can be reduced significantly by a 
garbage collector. However, because DASWAM is able to make use of stack 
memory management during backtracking in all memory areas except the 
dependent heap, the need for a garbage collector is not as great as in paral- 
lel logic programming systems that are implemented using just heaps rather 
than stacks. 
wmsl DAP2 uses significantly more memory than wmsl DAP1, but it is 
only able to extract a little extra parallelism. This again confirms one of 
the original assumptions of allowing annotations in DDAS: it can be counter- 
productive to allow all goals to run in parallel. 
wms2 uses more memory than wmsl, both in the sequential and parallel 
versions. This is at least partly due to the nonfailing style of programming 
used: without failure and backtracking, space that is recovered in wmsl 
through backtracking is not recovered in wms2. It may be possible to re- 
cover such spaces if a garbage collector is available, but it is still better to 
recover such garbage through backtracking because the cost to do so would 
be smaller, especially considering the complexities of a concurrent garbage 
collector. 
. GENERAL D ISCUSSIONS AND RELATED WORK 
The experience in parallelizing the example programs and the results suggest hat 
the design decision of allowing the user to indicate where parallelism should be 
exploited through ECGE is justified. Consider Orsim, which contains very com- 
plex clauses that are probably very difficult to analyze; it is perhaps impossible 
to extract the parallelism automatically. Certainly, neither the existing compile- 
time analysis tools of &-Prolog or Andorra-I were able to extract he parallelism. 
This does not mean that there is no need for automatic analysis--it would cer- 
tainly be very useful, but the user should be allowed to supplement such automatic 
parallelization tools with user annotations. The important criterion is that such 
annotations should not add significantly to the programming complexity. As the 
ECGE annotations indicate where parallelism is to be exploited, they do not add 
significantly to the complexity, and this is confirmed by the ease of annotating the 
rather complex application programs presented here: as an annotator for DDAS 
does not yet exist, all the annotations were performed manually, without great 
difficulties. 
One advantage DDAS has over systems that exploit deterministic DAP (e.g., 
Parallel Nu-Prolog, Andorra-I [19, 22]) is that it is able to exploit and-parallelism 
in nondeterministic goals. It is certainly possible to come up with simple programs 
which are not completely artificial that would benefit from such parallelism (e.g., the 
speaker example). It is, however, far from clear how useful such parallelism would 
be in real application programs. The real advantage of allowing nondeterministic 
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and-parallelism is that it may be easier to parallelize programs which contain deep 
guards. Such programs contain goals which return only one solution, but do con- 
tain nontrivial nondeterminacy in which all but one of the alternatives eventually 
fails. One example is wms, where considerable ffort was needed to modify wmsl 
into wms2, so that the parallelizm that does exist in the algorithm can be ex- 
tracted by Andorra-I, but DDAS was able to extract the parallelism from both 
programs. 
It is, of course, possible to write programs from scratch in a style that is suitable 
for a system such as Andorra-I, but arguably such a style is less "natural" in Prolog, 
with few existing programs using such a style. The comparison between wmsl and 
wms2 certainly suggests that in some cases at least, the resulting program may be 
somewhat less efficient: wms2 runs about 30% slower and uses more memory, even 
on a mature Prolog system such as SICStus Prolog version 2.1. 25 
There have been some proposals to exploit "optimistic and-parallelism" [8, 21, 
33] which may also be able to exploit nondeterminate DAP. However, as far as I 
know, none of these proposals has yet been seriously implemented. In addition, 
optimistic and-parallelism is inherently more speculative than DDAS, and requires 
a more complex backtracking scheme to maintain the equivalence to Prolog; it is 
thus likely that implementing the scheme fficiently will prove challenging. 
9. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, an overview of DASWAM, an implementation scheme for DDAS, 
which allows the exploitation of dependent and-parallelism in full Prolog, was pre- 
sented. Results from DASWAM system (mainly the simulator, supported by the 
initial results from the parallel implementation), including two application pro- 
grams, were also presented. The results suggest hat DDAS/DASWAM is able 
to extract significant parallelism from at least some existing Prolog applications 
without too much effort. They also suggest that the overhead for doing so is 
not prohibitively expensive, in both memory usage and execution speed. The 
results also suggest hat the design decision to allow the user to provide anno- 
tations to indicate where parallelism should be exploited is justified: this serves 
both to extractparal lel ism from situations in which an automatic parallelization 
scheme would fail, as in Orsim and, it also allows the user the option of not ex- 
ploiting parallelism in situations where the cost of doing so is greater than the 
benefit, as in the case of the "DAPI" versus "DAP2" annotations for the wmsl 
program. 
The results also suggest hat by being able to exploit both deterministic and 
nondeterministic DAP, it may be easier to extract parallelism from existing Pro- 
log programs than either independent and-parallelism or deterministic and-paral- 
lelism. 
Much work remains to be done. This includes: 
• Continue the development/optimization of the DASWAM implementation. 
• Use of compile-time analysis to automatically generate some of the ECGE 
annotations. 
25The difference in execution time is measured to be 24% on SICStus 2.1. This is slightly less 
than the differences in Table 1, probably because of garbage collection. 
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• Refinement and opt imizat ion of the memory management.  This includes 
implement ing a garbage collector. 
• Adding explo i tat ion of or-paral lel ism to the model, as is proposed in the 
Prometheus model [27]. 
• Extending the language to include features uch as constraints.  
• Further  s tudy of the system using more appl icat ion programs. 
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